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TV servicing using an external power supply 

Thyristors, Part IV: Triacs, SCSs, PUTs and GTOs 



Before You Troubleshoot You Must First Decide 

Is The Set In Shutdown 
Or Didn't It Start Up? 

ft 

This can be one of the toughest questions asked 

by many serY leers. But if you have the proper testing 
methods, the proper test equipment, and the knowledge of 

how the circuit NV orks, it can b? simple to answer. 

9 
Call Toll-Free 1-800-SENCORE ext. 525 

Circle (40) on Reply Card 
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Servicing personal computer 
timing problems 
by Eric Nay 
If you encounter problems such 
as Parity Check messages, NMI 
Interrupt messages, random 
lock-ups, Stack Overflow or 
Divide Overflow messages when 
you're servicing a personal 
computer, suspect that the RAM 
chips may be slower than the 
speed at which the clock is trying 
to operate them. 

TV servicing using an 
external power supply 
by Homer L. Davidson 
In many of today's TV sets, 
some of the supply voltages are 
derived from the operation of the 
TV circuitry; such as the flyback 
transformer output. In a case 
like this, the answer may be to 
use an external power supply to 
provide power to the suspect 
circuit and observe the results. 

14 Thyristors from A to Z 
Part IV: Triacs, SCSs, PUTs 
and GTOs 
By Bert C. Huneault 
The general idea behind 
thyristors is that they are devices 
that control current by being 
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nonconducting until a threshold 
voltage is reached, then they 
conduct. Understanding these 
useful devices will help you 
understand the consumer-elec-
tronics circuitry they're used in. 

24 DC motor control 
By John Shepler 
Consumer-electronics products 
contain more motors. They are 
pretty reliable, but sometimes 
they fail. Read John Shepler's 
article to see some of the ways 
engineers provide motor control 
to better understand what can go 
wrong and how. 
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ON THE COVER 
Servicing personal computers can be dif-
ficult and frustrating because there are so 
many things that can go wrong. Software 
problems can masquerade as hardware 
problems and vice versa. An awareness 
that such problems may exist, and avail-
ability of the correct performance infor-
mation and test equipment, will help de-
termine where the problem lies.(Photo 
courtesy of National Advancement Cor-
poration). 
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 Editorial  

Some things change, 
some things don't 

It's the start of a new year, and the 
temptation is strong to look back and 
try to make sense of the previous 
twelve months (or more) from the 
perpesctive of time, and to look for-
ward to see what we think the future 
might bring. So why not give in to the 
temptation? 
1990 was a very eventful year for 

ES&T. It started out the year owned 
by Intertec Publishing in Overland 
Park, KS a suburb of Kansas City, 
MO and on April 1, was in the hands 
of CQ Communications, Hicksville 
(Long Island), NY. We promised you 
at the time, nothing about the maga-
zine: editorial content, look, subject 
matter covered would change. It 
hasn't. 
And of course, the editor hasn't 

changed either. And I'm still in Kan-
sas. I've been with ES&T for almost 
nine years. In fact, In February of 
this year, just next month, it will be 
nine years. And looking ahead just a 
little, I hope to be editor for at least 
nine more years. Becasue of the na-
ture of the magazine, editing it is a 
constant challenge because of the 
need to keep up with the changes not 
only in technology, but in the for-
tunes of the consumer electronic ser-
vicing community. But because of all 
the feedback we get that the informa-
tion we publish is helping service cen-
ters cope with those changes, it's very 
rewarding. 
In fact looking back at all of the 

changes that have taken place during 
those nine years it's really staggering. 
Compact discs, just beginning to 
emerge in 1982 have become the stan-
dard source for recorded music, 
making the turntable practically ob-
solete. Home video was in its infancy 

in 1982, and only a few homes had 
VCRs, hardly anyone had a video 
camera and only a relative handful of 
movies  had been  recorded on 
1/2-inch tape. 
Personal computers of 1982 were 

interesting and fun, but not really 
very useful, compared to the infor-
mation processing powerhouses that 
can today be purchased by almost 
any household. 
In the video game arena, the for-

tunes of Atari and producers of soft-
ware for their products grew and 
then waned, and Nintendo has be-
come the standard. For now. And 
don't forget what an impact that the 
introduction of cellular telephone 
technology has made on personal 
communications. 
I can hardly wait to see what fur-

ther changes, waiting in the wings 
right now, will come about in the de-
cade of the nineties. Here are just a 
few of the changes that we might see 
in the next few years: HDTV, home 
automation, delivery of audio/vid-
eo/data to the home via fiber optics 
from your friendly telephone compa-
ny and/or electric power company, 
direct broadcast satellite. Are you 
ready for these things? 
Please make note of these changes. 

Starting in April of 1990 as a result of 
the purchase of ES&T, a few things 
have changed around here: addresses 
and phone numbers, among other 
things. There still seems to be a little 
confusion as to who to call or who to 
write to on specific subjects. Here's a 
rundown again. 

For all matters that require the at-
tention of the editor, such as press re-
leases, article queries, technical ques-

tions, and the like, please call or send 
mail to: 
Conrad Persson - Editor 
Electronic Servicing & Technology 
PO Box 12487 
Overland Park, KS 66212 

For routine mail, like Reader's Ex-
change, and other editorial-directed 
mail that doesn't require the editor's 
attention, send it to: 
Jeff Uschok 
Assistant Editor 
Electronic Servicing & Technology 
CQ Communications 
76 N. Broadway 
Hicksville, NY 11801 

There has been a flurry of ques-
tions regarding subscriptions, and 
many of the readers with questions 
regarding their subscriptions have 
called the Kansas office. This just 
causes delays because I either have to 
refer the individual to the Hicksville 
office or relay the information. For 
any subscription-related problems, 
please direct your mail or call to: 
Customer Service 
Electronic Servicing & Technology 
CQ Communications 
76 N. Broadway 
Hicksville, NY 11801 
516-681-2922 
Fax: 516-681-2926 

If readers would keep these ad-
dresses and phone numbers in mind, 
and direct mail and phone calls to the 
appropriate destination, any ques-
tions or problems can be addressed 
and corrected in the most expeditious 
manner. 
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 News   

Service dealers increase service 
business at the expense of sales 
The ratio of service-only busi-

nesses participating in the National 
Professional Electronics Convention 
compared to sales and service busi-
nesses increased an outstanding 13% 
in 1990 over the previous year. This 
reflected a tendency of smaller elec-
tronics sales and service depart-
ments. The figures were part of a sur-
vey conducted by the National Elec-
tronics Sales and Service Dealers 
Association (NESDA) of dealers par-
ticipating in the 1990 National Pro-
fessional  Electronics Convention 
(NPEC). 
This trend away from retail is sub-

stantiated by a decrease in the medi-
an number of employees with no 
change in the number of technicians 
per business. The average number of 
technicians was six, the same number 
listed in the economic census of the 
US Department of Commerce. 
Another big change uncovered by 

the survey was the upsurge of rental 
business. 21% of the businesses sur-
veyed had significant rental business. 
The median rental revenue more 
than doubled during the year to the 
$100,000 -$199,000 category. Total 
annual revenue remained about the 
same: under $500,000 for service on-
ly businesses and $500,000 - $999,000 
for sales, service, and rental busi-
nesses. 23% of the businesses sur-
veyed had an annual revenue of more 
than $1,000,000. 
There was also a change in the way 

the service businesses operate. Daily 
outside service calls decreased 33% 
from an avergage of six per business 
to an average of four. This probably 
had an effect on technician product-
ivity, which increased from five com-
pletions per day to 5.5 completions. 
Technician wages also rose an aver-
age of 65 cents per hour to $14.43 for 
top technicians. 
Product mix reflected the same 

trends. Those servicing TV and video 
remained unchanged at 94%. Deal-
ers who sell video products decreased 
from 29% to 18%, while those rent-
ing these products increased from 
10% to 17%. Fax machines, which 
were listed on the survey for the first 
time this year, are serviced by 31% of 
the dealers. 

Heavy investment in test equip-
ment was apparent in the survey. 
56% purchased new equipment in 
1990, and half of their test equipment 
is less than five years old. 30% of the 
dealers own over $30,000 worth of 
test equipment; 14% have an invest-
ment of over $100,000. 
Payment for warranty service by 

the manufacturers appears to be 
moving toward an average. Best pay-
ing dropped from 82% to 80% of 
carry-in rate; lowest paying rose 
from 43% to 49%. Average reim-
bursement was 65% of the servicer's 
normal COD rate. 
For a copy of the survey results, 

send a stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope to the NESDA office, 2708 West 
Berry, Fort Worth, TX 76109. Infor-
mation about the 1991 NPEC Con-
vention and Trade Show, August 
5-10, 1991, in Reno, NV, will be in-
cluded with your reply. 

EDS manufacturer participation 
advances 

The Electronic Distribution Show 
and Conference (EDS) continues to 
live up to the dual roles of trade show 
and conference, as implied in its 
name, based on first-round space as-
signments for EDS '91. The 168 com-
panies enrolled to date as "exhib-
itors" will participate in 141 exhibit 
floor spaces, 93 hotel suites, and 20 
conference rooms. 
EDS '91 takes place at the Las 

Vegas Hilton Hotel April 30th - May 
2nd. More than 7,000 industry per-
sonnel are expected, including dele-
gations from close to 90% of the na-
tion's electronic distributorships. 
David L. Fisher, executive vice 

president of the Electronic Industry 
Show Corporation, announced that 
the Space drawing - the first space as-
signment event since the close of EDS 
'90 last April - showed that manu-
facuters are not being scared away by 
the economy; exhibitor registration 
is clearly holding pace with last year 
at this time. Typically, 40 percent of 
EDS exhibitors are enrolled by the 
time of the Space Drawing, an equiv-
alent number sign up after the first of 
the year, and EDS "sells out" by 
mid-March.  • 

340 E. FIRST ST. 

DAYTON, OHIO 45402 

IDLER TIRE KIT 
This popular 
kit contains 
170 of the 
most popular 
idler tires (10 
each of 17 
different 
sizes). You " 
save time and koll having the right 
tire in stock. Also included is a comprehen-
sive cross reference listing over 80 manu-
facturers assembly numbers and over 200 
model numbers. (All tires are available 
individually for reorder.) 

4 

Agek , 

#EB-400-900 $4995 
VCR REPAIR PARTS KIT 
With this 
convenient 
, kit you can 
do most of 
your VCR 
repair jobs 
the same ,  '• 
day. 
Commonly used parts for RCA, Hitachi, 
Fisher, Sanyo, Lloyds, Panasonic, Sony, 
Sharp, JVC, and more. Over 45 parts in all. 
(All parts are available individually for 
reorder.) 

#EB-400-950 $8995  
VCR SPRING ASSMT 

A i n =  Y O N  . . ... 

1 

A wide 
assortment 
of springs 
used in 
many name , 
brand VCRS. 
Clutch springs, idler springs, tension 
springs, etc. 11 tension springs and 5 
pressure springs. 

#EB-430-300 $15°  
VCR WASHER ASSMT 
A wide  CD  ® 
assortment 
of plastic 
washers 
used in VCR— 
clutch assemblies and idlers. 150 pieces, 
split ring and regular. 

#EB-430-305 $590 

CALL 
TOLL FREE 

FREE CATALOG 

1-800-338-0531 
Circle (37) on Reply Card 
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 Literature   

NAC announces component level 
PS/2 repair class 

The National Advancement Corp-
oration schedules their advanced 
PS/2 repair class for major cities 
across the country. 
The National Advancement Corp 

PS/2 repair class focuses on chip lev-
el failures and repairs of PS/2 sys-
tems. This class contains the infor-
mation technicians need to service 
PS/2 systems including where to find 
parts (including proprietary parts), 
rework centers, diagnostic boards 
and software, schematics, SMD sol-
dering and test equipment, and how 
to service 3.5 inch drives. This class is 
backed by NAC's documentation; 
and one year of toll-free support, 
technical update and bulletin board 
services. The classes are on an inten-
sive two-day, 8am-5pm schedule and 
the cost is $1075. 

Circle (1) on Reply Card 

Buyer's guide for 
Tektronix oscilloscopes 

RAG electronics recently announced 
the availability of a free 16-page buy-
er's guide featuring Tektronix oscil-
loscopes and accessories. Also in-
cluded are Tek's new low cost bench 

Oscilloscope 
Buyer's Guide 

Tektronix 
Inside 

Pau— 

instruments. Guide simplifies choos-
ing an ocsilloscope, plus describes 
special features and terminology. Se-
lection tables enable quick and easy 
comparison of both analog and digi-

tal models. Oscilloscopes are dis-
cussed in detail with differences be-
tween similar models clearly high-
lighted. 

Circle (2) on Reply Card 

Pace, Incorporated announces 
training schedule for U.S. training 

centers 
Pacenter training teaches the skill 

and process control development 
techniques to perform high quality, 
non-destructive assembly and repair 
on all types of electronic modules 
and assemblies. Spanish language 
and bi-lingual classes can be ar-
ranged. Open enrollment for classes 
through June 1991 has been sched-
uled. Such classes include: Universal 
repair for electronics (PCT-200) an 
in-depth, hands-on, program cover-
ing Hi-Rel soldering, component re-
moval, circuitry repair and ESD con-
trol. Other courses include multi-
layer and flexible circuit repair 
(PCT-300) an advanced, hands-on 
program covering the latest tech-
niques needed for excavations, inter-
facial connections and internal con-
ductor repairs, as well as the latest re-
pair technology for broken conduc-
tors and land areas. Surface mount 
technology is also another course of-
fered. Classroom reservations and 
tuition schedules may be obtained 
from Jane Gazaway at (301) 490-9860 
or (301) 498-3252. 

Circle (3) on Reply Card 

Power newsletter 
The new Power Monitor newsletter 

written by (BMI) Basic Measuring 
Instruments, is for field service en-
gineers and managers who are con-
cerned about reducing power cost 
and maintaining reliable operation 
of personal computers and other elec-
tronic devices. It includes articles on 
power quality and energy manage-
ment applications and products, in-
dustrial topics such as harmonic dis-
tortion and power shortages, ques-
tions and answers about power-re-
lated issues, and power applications 
group meetings around the country. 
The monthly letter is free. 
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 Business Corner   

Plan now for a successful 1991 
By William J. Lynott 

The first year of the nineties is over 
. . . and you made it. Now that 1990 
has blended into history, why not 
take a hard look back. Was it a good 
year for your business? Did you meet 
your sales goals? Is the profit on your 
year-end P&L up to those projections 
you made a year ago? Did you hold 
the increase in your operating ex-
penses within the 6% limit you set at 
the beginning of the year? Does your 
balance sheet reflect a healthier glow 
than it did when your year began? 
What's that you're saying? You 

didn't set any specific sales goals for 
the year. You don't make profit pro-
jections. There's no sense in budget-
ing expenses because you can't do 
anything about them anyway. You 
don't have a balance sheet because 
your accountant wants to charge you 
extra for it. Thank heavens we found 
you in time. 
Be assured that your malady is not 

unique—not even unusual. I know 
many technicians, turned entrepre-
neur who would rather have a root 
canal than fill out a report. Hands-on 
management is what interests many 
electronics service dealers. In fact, 
my experience leads me to believe 
that the average service dealer would 
rather use an oscilloscope than a 
calculator. 
The trouble is that the average 

electronics service dealer is not as 
successful as he would like to be— 
and too often doesn't really under-
stand why. After all, he's a good 
technician, perhaps even an out-
standing one. He's honest. He tries 
to give his customers a fair shake. He 
treats his employees well. That ought 
to be enough. But it isn't. 
At the risk of repeating what I've 

Lynott is president W.J. Lynott Associates, a man-
agement consulting firm specializing in profitable 
service management and customer satisfaction 
research. 

written in this column before, I'm 
going to remind you that service is a 
business. If yours is to provide you 
and your family with the kind of liv-
ing to which you are entitled, it must 
be operated as a business. 
If you already know these things, 

and if you are already providing your 
business with advantages of sound 
technical skills PLUS a grounding in 
business fundamentals, you may as 
well skip this month's column. Please 
accept my best wishes for another 
happy and prosperous new year. 
On the other hand, if those open-

ing paragraphs caused a slight twinge 
of conscience, why not take a mo-
ment to consider this: The relation-
ship between financial success and 
sound business planning is not all 
theoretical. The two have been tra-
veling comfortably hand-in-hand for 
years. They thrive in each other's 
company. The truth in this statement 
is so all pervasive that you would 
have a difficult time trying to find a 
truly successful, growing business 
that is not being guided by some sort 
of organized planning. 
The trouble is that planning 

sounds too complicated for some en-
trepreneurs—not all that kind of 
work that people in the service busi-
ness are most comfortable with. 
Well, it may sound unpleasant, but 

it isn't that way at all. In a small busi-
ness, planning is as natural as a smile, 
and almost as easy. Planning in your 
business can be as simple or as com-
plex as you decide to make it and— 
this is important, any plan is better 
than no plan at all. 
If business planning is new to you, 

just think of it this way. Your busi-
ness can be broken down into two 
basic financial parts: income and ex-
pense. Planning is nothing more than 
preparing realistic ( and sometimes 
inspiring) projections of expense and 
advanced goals for income. Along 

with the figures that you set to paper 
should be brief descriptions of how 
you expect to achieve your goals. 
In practice, the most effective 

plans further divide income and ex-
penses into categories. Income, for 
example, may be made up of labor 
sales, parts sales, warranty payments 
and service contract sales. Expenses 
can be broken down into categories 
such as technician payroll, other pay-
roll, rent, utilities, supplies, etc. 
Your accountant can be a big help in 
deciding the number and type of ca-
tegories best suited for your business 
plan. 
In its most basic form, that's all 

there is to it. But don't be fooled by 
its simplicity. The planning process 
owes its success to a powerful instinct 
that lurks deep within most of us. For 
most people, a specific goal if it is re-
alistic, acts as a driving force capable 
of producing results far beyond those 
we might normally regard as possible. 
In other words, the creation of a 

specific goal helps in the attainment 
of that goal. Notice the word speci-
fic. It's very important here. Gener-
alities just won't do the trick. 
Until Roger Bannister crashed into 

the record books in 1954, the four 
minute mile was regarded by many to 
be beyond the capacity of human ef-
fort. Some medical experts, in fact, 
declared flatly that no human could 
ever run an elapsed distance of one 
mile in four minutes or less because 
of biological limitations. Once the 
barrier was broken, however, the 
four minute mile became almost as 
common as apples in autumn. 
And there you have it: A specific 

goal and a plan for achieving it. 
This time next year will you be re-

solving to prepare your first business 
plan, or will you be reviewing the re-
sults of your 1991 plan? The right an-
swer to that question now might 
make a big difference to you next year. 
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Servicing 
personal computer 
timing problems 
By Eric Nay 

M any everyday problems with per-
sonal computers are the result of tim-
ing problems introduced by untrained 
people working inside the PC. 
One problem that's commonly en-

countered is difficulty with system 
timing. To describe the nature of the 
problem, first let's do a bit of math 
(Don't worry, it'll be brief): For ex-
ample, in a 10 MHz computer, the 
system clock pulses 10 million times a 
second. That means each clock pulse 
takes 0.0000001 seconds, or more 
recognizably 0.0001 milliseconds, 
0.1 microseconds, or 100 nanosec-
onds. Every operation in this system 
will take place 100ns apart. 
Now for a little bit about integrat-

ed circuits (chips). When a manufac-
turer produces chips, the plant does 
not have separate production lines 
for 20MHz chips and for 10MHz 
chips. Most chip makers only have 
one production line. They take a 
newly produced chip and try it at 20 
MHz. If it fails at that speed they try 
it at 16MHz, 12MHz, 10MHz, and 
8MHz until it passes. Once it passes 
(at any speed) the chip is labelled with 
that figure as its speed rating. The 
chip will function at that speed or 
slower. For most chips such as cen-
tral processor units (CPUs) and di-
rect memory access (DMAs) the label 
is in MHz (80286-8 for an 8MHz 
CPU chip). Dynamic Random Ac-
cess Memory (D-RAM) chips, how-
ever, are labeled in tens of nano-
seconds (41256-12 for a 12Ons RAM 
chip). 

Nay is a Senior Instructor with National Advance-
ment Corporation. He has worked on PC systems as 
a bench technician, a field service engineer, a applica-
tion programmer, and a network consultant since 
1978. 

SYSTEM CHIP SPEEDS 
4.77MHz  209ns 
6MHz  166ns 
8MHz  125ns 
10MHz  100ns 
12MHz  83ns 
16MHz  62ns 

NOTE: Systems 16MHz and faster 
may use some form of Cache RAM 
or Interleaving of RAM, so may not 
fit this profile. 
Because the manufacturer has al-

ready rated these chips based on the 
speed at which they will actually op-
erate, if you try to run them faster 
than rated you are asking for trouble. 
I refer to this as relying on the "Fudge 
Factor." If you encounter problems 
such as Parity Check messages, NMI 
Interrupt messages, random lock-
ups, Stack Overflow or Divide Over-
flow messages when you're servicing 
a personal computer, suspect that the 
RAM chips may be slower than the 
speed at which the clock is trying to 
operate them. Many small retailers 
of IBM compatible computers will 
try to convince you that several 
brands of RAM chips are rated below 
their capability and that therefore 
you can use them in a higher speed 
system. Don't believe them. If you 
try to use slower RAM chips (or any 
other speed rated chips) than what 
your system requires you're relying 
on a nonexistent fudge factor to get 
you by. 

There are several chips in the sys-
tem which are speed- dependent. 
These chips include the CPU, the 
Math Coprocessor, the RAM chips, 
the clock generation chip (8284 or 
82284), and the Bus Control chip 
(8288 or 82288). 
A note on RAM chips: Because 

each chip stores one bit of a given da-
ta word and the machine accesses in-
formation 8 bits at a time (16 bits for 
ATs), all 8 chips must be rated at the 
same speed. Actually, IBM-type ma-
chines use an extra chip for watching 
over the other 8 data chips. This pro-
cess using a 9th chip is called parity 
checking. It is important to note that 
not only should all 9 chips be the 
same speed rating but should also be 
made by the same manufacturer, 
since different manufacturers rate 
their chips by different methods. 
One method that will allow use of 

different manufacturers' chips is to 
test their speeds yourself using a 
RAM tester such as Computer Doc-
tors' RamStar. Different banks of 
RAM in the system may be rated at 
different speeds, as long as each 
bank's speed is fast enough for the 
system clock. 
Now that we have a handle on how 

to set up a system, let's throw a mon-
key wrench into the mess. 
IBM created the AT in a cloud of 

dispute between the engineers and 
the  manufacturers.  Engineering 
wanted to make a 6MHz machine, 
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and manufacturing wanted to make 
the machine cheaper per unit. Since 
RAM was one of the most expensive 
single pieces in the system, a decision 
was made to use a "wait-state" in the 
machine. Each time the CPU access-
-es RAM, the clock signal to the sys-
tem is suspended for a period of time 
roughly equal to a 20% reduction in 
performance. 

RAM CHIP SPEEDS 
WITH ONE WAIT STATE 
6MHz 200ns or faster 
8MHz 150ns or faster 
10MHz 120ns or faster 
12MHz 100ns or faster 
16MHz 75ns or faster 

This allows usage of slower RAM 
chips in the system. In fairness to 
IBM however, some method of speed 
control must be achieved because the 
RAM chips required in a system fast-
er than 12MHz (80ns) are not com-
mercially available in quantities re-
quired for the PC market. Wait 
states are one method of handling 
fast CPU chips, but two others have 
emerged in compatible machines. 
The most prevalent approach to 

handling fast CPU chips with slower 
RAM chips is to use a very small 
amount (usually 16kb) of high speed 
RAM controlled by a Cache Control-
ler such as Intel's 82385. The cache 
acts as a buffer between the high 
speed CPU and the relatively slow 
RAM. This cache controller moni-
tors the CPU's actions and before the 
CPU can ask for information from 
memory the Cache controller has 
copied the information into the high 
speed cache RAM. 
In cases where the cache RAM 

does not contain the needed informa-
tion the Cache controller will put the 
CPU on "hold" until the informa-
tion can be loaded into the cache con-
troller. This "hold" is similar to a 
wait state, but typically 9507o of the 
time this hold is not necessary. The 
third approach to RAM speed prob-
lems is to interleave the banks of 
RAM so that sequential reading of or 
writing to RAM will never access the 
same bank of memory twice. The on-
ly problem to this method is that you 

must have a lot of memory chips in 
your system to use this method, for 
example in an 80386 machine you 
must have 72 chips minimum. 
A note on benchmark programs 

such as Norton's SI, Landmark's 
Speed, Golden Bow's VSpeed and 
others: Most of these programs can't 
distinguish whether a system has a 

wait state or not. Consequently, if 
you have a benchmark that assumes 
your machine has one wait state and 
the machine is actually 10MHz with 
zero wait states, it will say the system 
performs as a 12.7 MHz machine. 
Some of the more unscrupulous 
small retailers then say their system 
"runs with 12.7 MHz performance." 
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TV servicing using an 
external power supply 
By Homer L. Davidson 

One way to determine if a particular 
overloaded circuit is shutting down 
the chassis is to connect an external 
voltage source to that circuit. Be-
cause many of today's voltage sources 
are derived from the secondary volt-
ages of the flyback transformer (scan 
derived), a defective component in 
these voltage sources may prevent the 
chassis from functioning. 
For example, an RCA Variable 

Frequency Switching Power Supply, 
V 1PUR, (see Figure 1) with an over-
loaded secondary voltage may re-
main dead when the switch is turned 
on. In the case of Sylvania's C9 se-
ries, the manufacturer recommends 
injecting a 24V external voltage 
source to service this section or make 
sure it's operating before trying to 
troubleshoot the Switched Mode 
Power Supply (SMPS). 
In the chopper or converter type 

power supply circuits, an overload 
on the secondary of the chopper or 
converter transformer may shut 
down the chassis, destroy the con-
verter or chopper output transistor, 
and never allow the set to start up. By 
injecting an external voltage source, 
these complicated power supplies can 
easily be repaired. 

Hot and cold grounds 
Beware of the TV chassis with sep-

arate "hot" and "cold" grounding 
systems used in many of today's tele-
vision receivers. If you measure all 
voltages with respect to chassis 
ground, you'll get erroneous read-
ings. In the Sylvania C9 chassis, the 
cold ground is in the secondary of the 
switched-mode power supply cir-
cuits. You should use the IF shield 
area as a ground (signal) reference 

Davidson is a TV security consultant for ES&T. 

F101 

120VAC 4   

• 20V 4  

BRIDGE 
RECTIFIERS 

R116 

• 20V 4 -1 4-1V wv -

.25V 4  

TO 150VDC 

14 
CR7 

CRit 

CRIO 

01 POWER 
MOSFET 

START-UP 
SUPPLY 

RUN 
SUPPLY 

Figure 1. The block diagram of the RCA CTC130C (V1PUR) power supply circuits. 

Figure 2. In today's solid-state chassis, scan derived voltages to operate many circuits in 
the TV set may come from the flyback transformer secondary winding. 
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when taking readings in the "cold" 
circuitry of this unit. 
The hot ground of the C9 chassis is 

on the primary side of the switched 
mode transformer (T401). When tak-
ing voltages in this section, use test 
point (TP19) as the hot ground. Do 
not use heat sinks for any ground 
connections. 
In the RCA (V1PUR) power sup-

ply, the reason for employing the du-
al grounding system is to isolate the 
primary TV power supply, which 
uses a bridge rectifier, and conse-
quently has a common point that is 
above earth ground potential, from 
the video/audio circuits cold ground. 
The hot ground circuit (150Vdc) sup-
ply develops the cold 150Vdc supply 
which is routed back to the main 
chassis. All voltages measured in the 
primary of transformer (T1) are hot, 
while the secondary voltages are 
common, cold, ground. 

Connecting the external power supply 
Locate the suspected defective cir-

cuit on the schematic and TV chassis. 
In most cases, the external voltage 
can be hooked into the circuit with-
out clipping or separating the. PC 
wiring. The voltage may be injected 
right at the cathode terminal of the 
silicon rectifier which supplies volt-
age to the defective circuit. Other 
times, you may want to inject the 
voltage right at the IC or transistor 
voltage supply terminal (Vcc). Re-
move one end of the diode to isolate 
the circuitry that you're servicing 
from the rest of the set. 
Very small IC or transistor mini-

hook or clip test leads are required to 
connect directly to the IC pin or tran-
sistor from the external power sup-
ply. Some technicians solder a short 
bare piece of hookup wire to the pc 
wiring where it connects to the defec-
tive voltage source, then connect the 
meter to the bare wire and common 
ground. This method of connection 
reduces the likelihood of shorting out 
the IC pins or transistor terminals. 
The TV should be disconnected 

from the ac power supply while 
you're injecting external voltages. 
Use only the external power supply, 
DMM and scope. But don't forget to 
use the variable isolation transform-
er between the TV chassis and the ac 

Figure 3. Select a power supply with aset of fixed voltages and anothervariable power sup 
ply, or two different variable voltage sources. 

line before attaching test equipment 
when  testing  out  the  circuits. 

Sylvania's C9 (SMPS) 
Always disconnect resistor R513 

when servicing the Sylvania C9 swit-
ched mode power supply. This 1011, 
7W resistor removes the + 130V ap-

plied to the flyback and horizontal 
output transistor, to prevent high 
voltage at the high voltage anode 
cable. 
In many cases, a blown fuse (F400) 

will indicate a defective switched 
mode regulator transistor (Q400). 
When Q400 shorts, check the bridge 

Figure 4. The converter output transistor (0601) and transformer circuits in Realistic TC-
1011 model waveform indicate if the converter power supply is working. 
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Figure 5. Inject an external 24V source at TP10 to see if the main control amp (Q406) and differential amp are functioning. 

diodes D404 through D407. The 
shorted switched mode regulator 
transistor may destroy Q403 and 
Q402 in the feedback circuits. Al-
ways, check Q402 and Q403 when 
you encounter a shorted or leaky reg-
ulator transistor. Replace Q402 and 
Q403 if they are open or leaky. If not, 
the new Q400 will be destroyed when 
the chassis if powered up. 
Also check R434 (10) ahead of 

diode D434 for burned or open con-
ditions. R434 is the fusible resistor 
for the 24/27V source (Figure 5). If 
R434 is open, repair the 24V supply 
before attempting to repair or trouble-
shoot the SMPS. This 24/27V source 
is necessary for the operation of the 
optoisolator (IC404) and the feed-
back loop from the differential amp-
lifier (Q407) through the main con-
trol amp (Q406). 
Remove one end of R434 or D434 

from the 24V circuit. Attach the vari-
able dc voltage power supply lead to 
the collector of D434 and the cold 
ground (IF area shield). Adjust the 
power supply to 24Vdc. Now, check 
for correct voltages in Q406 and 
Q407. If the voltages are normal, as-
sume Q406 and Q407 and the rest of 
the circuit are normal. If not, check 
Q406 and Q407 for leakage or open 
conditions. Suspect zener diode Z436 
(6.2V) if the 6 volts is low on the emit-
ter terminal of Q407. Double check 

filter capacitor C435 (470µF) when 
the 24/27V source is low. Check 
TP10 for 24/27V source. 

RCA's CTC157 horizontal IC 
deflection circuits 

In most TV chassis with scan de-
rived secondary voltages powering 

the horizontal oscillator IC or trans-
istors, the horizontal and flyback cir-
cuits must operate before the chassis 
will run. The secondary voltage from 
the flyback transformer supplies the 
supply voltage to the horizontal os-
cillator. If the startup - deflection - 
regulator power supply will not start 

57 

V 
. 6.8V 

INJECT EXTERNAL 
VOLTAGE HERE 

HORIZONTAL 
VCC 

U1001 
CTV 

PROCESSING 
IC 

..•• =1 

0 4VPP 

on6 

0 TP4305 

04302 
BUFFER 

63 

+ 6.8V 

9 TP-1306 

04301 
HORIZONTAL 
DRIVER 

CR430 

Figure 6. Inject + 6.8V at pin 57 of the CTV processing IC (U1001) and scope the horizontal 
output waveform at pin 63 or TP4305 in the RCA CTC 157 chassis. 
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Figure 7. The vertical oscillator and output circuits may be checked by injecting a 9V and + 25.7V into IC 451 and scoping the output 
waveform at pin 12 in the Realistic TV-10 mode. 

up in the RCA CTC157 chassis, you 
can determine if the horizontal oscil-
lator section is working using extern-
al voltage injection (Figure 6). Just 
about any horizontal oscillator sec-
tion can be checked with this 
method. 
Inject +6.8V at supply pin 57 of 

CTV processing IC (U1001) and ob-
serve the horizontal output wave-
form at pin 63 or TP4305. You 
should have a square wave on the 
scope. Since the buffer amp is also 
connected to the +6.8V source, 
waveforms can be traced right up to 
the base terminal of the horizontal 
driver transistor (Q4301). If the 
power supply voltage drops when at-
tached to pin 57, or if you don't see a 

square waveform, suspect a leaky 
deflection IC. Leaky U1001 may 
cause T4401 to shut down and never 
start up. 
In some cases the waveform will 

appear at the horizontal oscillator 
pin for just an instant, when the chas-
sis is turned on and may not start up. 
This may indicate that the problem is 
somewhere other than in the horizon-
tal oscillator circuits. 

Radio Shack TC-1011 19 inch 
vertical circuits 

After replacing the shorted con-
verter output transistor (Q601) in the 
primary circuit of the converter 
transformer (T602) and checking 
components in the start-up circuits, it 

was determined a defective compo-
nent in one of the voltage sources was 
shutting the chassis down. After re-
moving one lead of D655 from the 
circuit, the converter power supply 
began to operate without any vertical 
deflection. The 25.7V source fed 
directly to the vertical output IC451 
(Figure 7). 
When I connected the external 

supply to Pin 8 of IC 451, the prob-
lem in this circuit caused enough of 
an overload to shut down the exter-
nal power supply. Checking the 
schematic a little closer revealed that 
two different voltage sources feed 
the vertical IC circuits: +9.1V and 
+ 25.7V. Applying an external + 9V 
at pin 1 did not cause the vertical cir-

3402 IHVT 

CR106 
C120 680 F C211 680 F 

U201 AUDIO PROCESSOR 
24 9V R205 2 7Y 2W 

INJECT 25V HERE 

C201 100 F 11V 2 
10 3.8V 11 3.8V  C208 C209 
91 F 7 5 F I 1 

J U L'  1 
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Figure 8. The RCA CTC130C sound IC was checked by injecting 25V at pin 1. R205 and CR106 were replaced. 
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Figure 9. The finger points at the audio output IC within RCA's CTC 108C chassis. 

cuits to operate. This combination of 
events pointed to IC451 (LA 7837) as 
the cause of the problem, so I re-
placed it. 
After I replaced IC451, both exter-

nal voltage sources returned to nor-
mal. When I injected a sawtooth 
waveform at pin 2, the scope wave-
form at pin 12 of IC451 indicated a 

normal vertical output pulse. After I 
reconnected the cathode lead of 
D655, the convener power supply 
operated properly. 
Sometimes when the setis working 

and the chassis goes into a horizontal 
white line before shut down, suspect 
a defective component ir. the vertical 
circuits. The vertical oscillator or 

Figure 10. Here a three different voltage sources are found in this power supply with two 
variable sources and three fixed voltages. 

countdown IC can be checked by in-
jection of external voltage at supply 
pin (Vcc) and observing the waveform 
at the vertical drive pin with the 
scope. 

RCA CTC 130C Sound circuits 
In one RCA CTC 130C set, the 

+ 26V source that supplies the sound 
circuit caused an overload on the 
horizontal output transformer and 
V1PUR power circuits, keeping the 
chassis shut down. Preliminary diag-
nosis showed that CR106 was short-
ed and R205 had operated quite 
warm (Figure 8). The 26V is applied 
through R205 to pin 1 of the sound 
processor (U201). 
I disconnected R205 from the cir-

cuit and applied 25V to pin 1 of 
U201. The voltage of the external 
power source went clear down, indi-
cating an overloaded IC. Pin I 
measured 45.7(1 to common ground. 
I replaced U201 with the exact manu-
facturer's replacement audio output 
IC (175722). 
I connected the 26V external sup-

ply to the cathode of CR106 and 
when I touched the center top of the 
volume control (R4201) the circuit 
produced audio. I replaced the short-
ed CR106 and R205, which had been 
overheated. The CTC 130C chassis 
was alive once again. 
Although some of the earlier sound 

output transistors and IC compo-
nents used higher voltage than may 
be available on a typical bench/lab 
power supply, most of today' sound 
circuits are below 30Vdc (Figure 9). 
Besides checking the sound stages in 
the TV, external voltage may be ap-
plied to audio circuits in stereo audio 
amplifiers. 

Conclusion 
An external power supply may be 

used to check the horizontal oscilla-
tor, vertical, sound, internal power 
and standby power supply circuits, 
when the internal voltage source is 
developed in the scan derived fly-
back, V1PUR, converter and SMPS 
power supplies (Figure 10). Some-
times each circuit must be isolated 
and repaired before the internal pow-
er supply will function. Just about 
any circuit can be serviced with the 
external power supply. Besides the 
TV set, external voltage may be ap-
plied to audio cassette player, audio 
amps, CD player and camcorder 
motor drive circuits.  • 
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Test your electronics knowledge 

By Sam Wilson 

Once again I am indebted to Mr. 
Thomas V. Vlazny of Milwaukee, 
WI for pointing out an error in the 
September TYEK. Motorola's name 
for Universal Asynchronous Re-
ceive/Transmit (UART) is Asyn-
chronous Computer Interface Adapt-
er (ACIA). The Peripheral Interface 
Adapter (PIA) is Motorola's name 
for Peripheral Input/Output). In the 
near future I will repeat some of the 
related questions to clear up any con-
fusion that may have arisen. 

1. A certain transducer has a specific 
dc output voltage that corresponds to 
a given temperature input. To use 
this transducer for a computer input 
you need 

A. An A/D converter 
B. A D/A converter 

2. Which of the following transduc-
ers produces a dc output voltage re-
lated to a given temperature input? 

A. Thermistor 
B. Hall Device 
C. Thermocouple 
D. (None of these choices is correct.) 

3. Hexadecimal MNEMONICS can 
be converted into machine language in 

A. A PIO. 
B. An assembler. 
C. APIA 
D. An ACIA 

4. Which of the following can be 
missing in a phase-locked loop? 

A. An amplifier 

Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T. 

B. A high-pass filter 
C. Both choices are correct 
D. Neither choice is correct. 

5. Which of the following can be the 
output of a passive transducer? 

A. Inductance 
B. Capacitance 
C. Resistance 
D. All of the choices are correct. 

6. A loudspeaker 

A. Is an example of a transducer 
B. Is not an example of a transducer 

7. Which of the following is a type of 
motor used in clocks operated from 
the ac power line? 

A. Synchronous 
B. Brushless dc motor 
C. Induction motor 
D. All of these choices are correct. 

8. In a superheterodyne radio receiv-
er, heterodyning takes place in the 
mixer (or converter) stage. Name an-
other section of a radio receiver 
where heterodyning takes place. 

9. Refer to Figure 1. Which of the 
phasors is in the correct position to 
represent  a series  RC  circuit? 

A. The one marked (a). 
B. The one marked (b). 
C. Both choices are correct. 
D. Neither choice is correct. 

10. To save money, you and a friend 
divide a pie equally. You only eat 
one-fourth of your part, but you gen-
erously give your friend a fourth of 
your total share. Therefore, your 
friend got  of the origi-
nal pie. 

(Answers on page 54) 
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Figure 1. 
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Thyristors from A to Z 

Part IV: Triacs, SCSs, PUTs and GTOs 

By Bert Huneault, CET 

The first three parts of this series dis-
cussed SCR theory and applications. 
This concluding article takes a look 
at four other types of thyristors: the 
triac, silicon controlled switch (SCS), 
programmable unijunction transis-
tor (PUT); and gate turn-off thyris-
tor (GTO) also known as gate con-
trolled switch (GCS). 

SCRs aren't always the answer 
The fact that the SCR is a rectifier 

can be a disadvantage in certain ap-
plications. For example, in an ac op-
erated SCR lamp dimmer, the cur-
rent flowing through the lamp is half-
wave current at best. This is illus-
trated in Figure 1; the unidirectional 
thyristor allows current to flow only 
one way through the lamp. 

Huneault was an electronics instructor and head of 
the REE Department at St. Clair College of Applied 
Arts and Technology in Ontario, Canada and is now 
retired. 

If the control in the timing or 
phase control circuit is adjusted for 
maximum brightness, the SCR fires 
at the beginning of each positive al-
ternation of applied voltage, result-
ing in maximum duty cycle and maxi-
mum average current through the 
lamp; see Figure 1(B). But note that 
the duty cycle cannot exceed 50% be-
cause of the rectification performed 
by the SCR; no current flows during 
the negative alternation of line volt-
age. Obviously the lamp can never 
glow with its full rated brightness. 
Reducing the brightness control set-
ting would delay SCR triggering, re-
sulting in a lower duty cycle, as in 
Figure 1(C); the lower average cur-
rent would reduce brightness even 
further. 
Is there no way around that prob-

lem? Can we not come up with a lamp 
dimmer circuit that would allow, say 
a 100W light bulb to glow with the 
full brightness expected from such a 

lamp at maximum setting of the 
brightness control? The answer is yes 
indeed. One way would be to connect 
two SCRs in an inverse-parallel con-
figuration, as in Figure 2. 
This way, lamp current would flow 

during both alternations of input 
voltage. But that would be doing it 
the expensive way. A more practical 
approach is to rely on a different 
member of the thyristor family. 

Triac to the rescue 
As its name suggests, the triac is a 

three-terminal thyristor designed for 
switching ac loads. Because it is a bi-
directional device, it can solve our 
light dimmer problem, as we'll see 
shortly. But first, a word about the 
device itself. 
The triac is a five-layer device that 

functions like two SCRs in inverse-
parallel connection. Figure 3(A) 
shows that when terminal two (T2) is 

LOAD 
CURRENT 

(A) SCR LAMP DIMMER CIRCUIT 

— ip TIME    A i \ ---- ---

(B) 50% DUTY CYCLE 

.\  
(C) 25% DUTY CYCLE 

Apo TIME 

Figure 1. 
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condition is met automatically at the 
end of every alternation, when ap-
plied voltage drops to zero. 

positive in relation to terminal one 
(T1), the thyristor is essentially a 
PNPN device whose top P layer acts 
as the anode, and whose N section of 
the T 1 bottom layer acts as the cath-
ode. Electrons can flow from T 1 to 
T2, just as in an SCR. 
When applied voltage makes 12 

negative relative to T1, the thyristor 
is essentially a NPNP device whose 
top N layer acts as the cathode and 
whose P section of the 11 bottom 
layer acts as the anode. Electrons can 
then flow from 12 to Ti. Note that 
the gate is common to both "SCRs." 
Figure 3(B) shows the standard triac 
symbol. 
Because the triac can block volt-

ages of either polarity, or conduct 
current in either direction, it is used 
for switching and/or controlling ac 
current. 
The triac will conduct when 12 is 

positive in relation toll and the gate 
is made positive relative toll. When 
12 is negative relative to T1, the triac 
will conduct if the gate is negative 
with respect to Tl. 
Actually, the triac can even be trig-

gered with either polarity of gate 
voltage, during either polarity of 
T I -T2 voltage, but its sensitivity to 
gate voltage is greatest for the 
aforementioned conditions. 
As is the case in the SCR, the triac 

is triggered on when sufficient gate 
current flows. When the thyristor lat-
ches on, the gate loses control; we 
can then remove the gate voltage and 
the triac remains in the on state. The 
only way to switch off a triac is to al-
low the TI-T2 current to drop below 
the minimum "holding"value (IH). 
Of course, in 60Hz ac circuits, the 

Triac light dimmer 
We can now get back to the lamp 

dimmer and solve our problem by re-
placing the SCR of Figure 1(A) with a 
triac, as in Figure 4. 
Because current flows in both di-

rections through the triac, full-wave 
(ac) current flows through the lamp; 
the latter can therefore operate at its 
full brightness rating. Note that the 
load could just as easily be a heater, 
or a universal motor, instead of a 
lamp or a parallel bank of light bulbs. 
Figure 5 shows the complete cir-

cuitry of a lamp dimmer featuring 
phase control. R I , R2 and Cl form a 
phase shift network whose time con-
stant determines the exact moment 
when the diac breaks over, allowing a 
sudden pulse of gate current to flow 
in the triac and firing the latter into 
conduction. The conduction angle 
(duty cycle) of the triac — and there-
fore the power in the load (lamp 
brightness) — can be varied by ad-
justing RI. Figure 6 shows the wave-

valor vollaw 

1AI CONSTRUCTION 

GATE 

(B) SYMBOL 

Figure 3. 

forms of load current resulting from 
three different settings of RI. 
In (b), the triac turns on very early 

in each alternation (time t 1), so that 
the load current is virtually sinusoid-
al. In (c) triggering is delayed until 
time t2 in each alternation, reducing 
the average current through the load. 
In (d) triggering is delayed even fur-
ther, until t3, so that average load 
current  is reduced considerably 
(lamp very dim). The waveforms also 
show that, once triggered, the triac 

Figure 4. 
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Figure 5. 

latches on until the end of each alter-
nation when current drops below its 
"holding" value. 

Radio frequency interference 
As seen in Figures 6(C) and (D), 

load current can increase very sud-
denly when the triac switches into 
conduction, e.g. at times t2 and t3. 
This rapid rise tends to shock-excite 
the inductive and capacitive compo-
nents of the circuit into resonance 
and generate noise at radio frequen-
cies, particularly in the AM broad-
cast band. This radio frequency in-
terference (RFI) can be radiated and 
picked up directly by nearby radios, 
or carried through the power line to 
radios, TV sets, computers, etc. The 

same problem exists in SCR phase 
control applications. Metal enclo-
sures, RF chokes and bypass capaci-
tors are commonly used to reduce or 
eliminate the RFI, as shown in Figure 
7. The capacitors are ceramic, rated 
at 200V or more. 

Triac circuits in TV sets 
Triacs can be used to control load 

power in ac circuits, such as in the 
light dimmer application just dis-
cussed; or to electronically switch ac 
power as described in the TV receiver 
examples which follow. 

Automatic degaussing 
Figure 8 is a simplified version of 

the automatic degaussing circuitry 

Figure 6. 

found in some color receivers. 120V 
ac is permanently applied to the de-
gaussing coil, thermistor and triac 
connected in series. Gate voltage for 
the triac is obtained by rectifying fly-
back pulses from Tl; DI is the half-
wave rectifier. 
When the TV set is off, the hori-

zontal deflection system is inopera-
tive; therefore, no pulses are present 
at Dl's input, and no gate voltage is 
available for the triac. The thyristor 
is effectively an open switch, and no 
current flows through the degaussing 
coil. 
When the set's on-off switch is 

turned on, B + is applied to the vari-
ous circuits, and horizontal deflec-
tion starts up. DI rectifies the fly-
back pulses and applies dc voltage to 
the triac, via gate limiting resistor 
R 1. The thyristor switches on and 
current flows through L I, initiating 
degaussing action. 
The triac switches off at the end of 

each 60Hz alternation because cur-
rent falls below its IH value when 
voltage drops to zero; but it turns 
right back on again in each subse-
quent alternation because gate volt-
age continues to be present. 
As ac current flows through the de-

gaussing coil, positive temperature 
coefficient thermistor R2 heats up. 
Its resistance gradually increases, 
causing the current to gradually de-
crease. Eventually the resistance of 
R2 becomes high enough to limit the 
current to a negligible trickle, and de-
gaussing effectively stops. This ac-
tion is repeated each time the set is 
turned on from a cold start. 

Remote controlled ac power 
Figure 9 shows part of the remote 

control circuitry of a TV receiver. 
Here the triac is used to switch ac 
power to the power supply rectifiers 
on the main chassis. 
The remote receiver has its own 

power supply that is on permanently. 
When the on button is depressed on 
the remote transmitter unit an infra-
red digital signal is transmitted, and 
picked up by a photo sensor in the re-
mote receiver. The output of the re-
mote receiver is fed to the micropro-
cessor which responds by applying a 
potential difference across its lines A 
and B. This potential difference ener-
gizes the LED which is optically cou-
pled to a light dependent resistor 
(LDR) in the opto-isolator. The light 
photons cause the LDR's resistance 
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to drop substantially, allowing suffi-
cient gate current to turn on the triac; 
ac power is therefore applied to the 
B + rectifiers on the main chassis. 
When the off button is depressed, 

the microprocessor disables the dc 
voltage across lines A — B, causing 
the LED to turn off. With no light, 
the LDR's resistance increases dra-
matically, virtually cutting off gate 
current. The triac opens, switching 
off the ac to the power supply. 
Like SCRs, triacs can be triggered 

by dc, ac, or pulses provided by 
diacs, neon bulbs or UJTs. Also like 
SCRs, triacs come in small, medium 
and large packages, with current rat-
ings ranging from one or two amps to 
several hundred amps, and voltage 
ratings up to 1000V or so. The triac is 
also similar to its SCR cousin in an-
other respect: its on-state voltage 
(across the main terminals) is very 
low — about 1 or 2 volts; in other 
words, it's a good switch, but not a 
perfect one. 

Silicon controlled switch 
The silicon controlled  switch 

(SCS) is another four-layer PNPN 
thyristor encountered in some appli-
cations. It's like a small SCR (maxi-
mum current rating under 1A) but 
with two gates, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 10. 
Like the SCR, the SCS can only 

conduct when its anode is positive in 
relation to its cathode. But since ac-
cess to all four semiconductor layers 
is provided, the SCS is more versatile 
in switching characteristics and cir-
cuit configurations. 
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I  
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i 

Figure 7. 

The SCS can be turned ON with a 
positive pulse applied to the cathode 
gate (just like an SCR), or with a neg-
ative pulse on the anode gate. Either 
way, a p-n junction gets forward bi-
ased, initiating internal regeneration 
just as in the SCR. The regeneration 
sustains the on state, and the SCS ef-
fectively becomes a closed switch. 
The SCS can be turned OFF by a 

number of different methods, in-
cluding the following: 

1. allowing the cathode current to 
drop below the minimum "holding" 
value; 
2. reversing the polarity of anode-to-
cathode voltage (e.g. in ac circuits); 
3. applying a negative pulse to the 
cathode gate; 
4. applying a positive pulse to the an-
ode gate. 

Note that 3 and 4 represent a distinct 
advantage, compared to the SCR 
which doesn't feature gate turn-off 
capabilities. 
SCSs normally feature greater trig-

gering sensitivity than SCRs, i.e. they 
require less gate current. Thus a high-
er impedance triggering source can 
be used, with minimum gate loading 
of the source. They also feature 
shorter turn-off times than SCRs. 
Other interesting characteristics of 
the SCS are: the load resistor may be 
located in the anode circuit, cathode 
circuit or anode gate circuit; and if 
the anode gate isn't connected to any 
external circuitry, the SCS behaves 
much like an ordinary SCR. See Fig-
ure 11. 
Note that if a gate is left open-cir-

cuited, it may be considered forward 
biased so that it is generally necessary 
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Figure 9. 
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to actually forward bias only one 
junction in order to turn on the SCS, 
the second junction automatically 
becoming forward biased by the re-
sulting transistor action (regenera-
tion) within the device. In applica-
tions where the load is located in the 
anode gate circuit, a resistor (RA) is 
generally connected between the an-
ode and the supply, to give the thyris-
tor the proper gate turn-off charac-
teristics, as in Figure 11(C). 
SCSs are found in a variety of 

computer circuits, pulse circuits, 
voltage sensors, alarms, timing cir-
cuits; and even in the vertical deflec-
tion circuitry of some TV sets, where 
they function as sawtooth generators. 

Rate effect 
An important thyristor considera-

tion not mentioned so far is "rate ef-
fect," also known as dV/dt. This 
phenomenon refers to the fact that a 
thyristor can switch on erratically— 
even with no gate voltage applied— 

T2 TRIAC 
Ti 

B ., RECTIFIER MAIN CHASSIS 

if, for any reason, the rate of anode 
voltage change (dV/dt) is too high. 
For example, if anode voltage is sud-
denly applied or if there are voltage 
transients in the supply, an SCR can 
trigger unexpectedly. This is due to 
junction capacitances within the 
thyristor; if the rate of rise of anode 
voltage is high enough, capacitive 
charging current can initiate the in-
ternal regeneration which triggers the 
device on. 
To avoid this false triggering, the 

rate of anode voltage change should 
not exceed the critical rate of voltage 
rise as published in data sheets. For 
example, a particular SCR might 
have a critical rate of 100V/us. 
One solution to the problem is to 

use an R-C snubber in the anode cir-
cuit of the SCR, as shown in Figure 
12. If a high-speed switching transi-
ent appears on the voltage supply, 
the RI-CI snubber circuit reduces its 
rate of rise. 
In SCS circuits, rate effect can gen-
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Figure 11. 
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erally be suppressed quite easily, e.g. 
with a 100K resistor connected be-
tween the anode gate and the supply 
(R1 in Figure 13). This allows the 
center junction capacitance to charge 
up when the anode circuit is open. As 
a result, rate effect does not occur 
when S1 is closed. 

Programmable unijunction 
transistor 

The programmable unij unction 
transistor (PUT) is, in reality, not a 
unijunction transistor at all; as a 
matter of fact, it contains three junc-
tions! It's a thyristor (switching de-
vice) designed to simulate the UJT 
which it can replace; that's why it's 
called a unijunction transistor. 
Because some of the device's char-

acteristics such as internal resistance 
and firing voltage can be programmed 
(i.e. preselected or changed) by 
means of an associated voltage divid-
er circuit, the thyristor is said to be 
programmable; hence the name "pro-
grammable unijunction transistor." 
Figure 14 shows that the PUT is a 

four-layer PNPN device similar in 
structure to the SCR, but with the 
gate terminal connected to the N-lay-
er near the anode rather than the P-

layer adjacent to the cathode. The 
cathode corresponds to the base-1 
terminal of a UJT, the anode to the 
UJT's emitter, and the gate to base-2 
of the UJT. 
Recall that a UJT switches into 

conduction when its P-type emitter 
becomes at least 0.6V more positive 
than the adjacent interbase N-type 
silicon. Likewise, the PUT fires when 
its P-type anode becomes at least 
0.6V more positive than its N-type 
gate. When this happens, the internal 
regenerative dual-transistor feed-
back action (reinforcing action simi-
lar to that in the SCR) makes the 
thyristor suddenly switch into its 
low-resistance state. This switching 
action is very fast, the turn-on time 
of a PUT being about one-tenth that 
of a UJT. 
In circuit applications, both the 

anode and the gate are kept positive 
in relation to the cathode. For the 
PUT to trigger, however, a certain 
amount of gate current must flow 
through the anode-gate junction. For 
this to happen, the gate must be nega-
tive with respect to the anode. If the 
anode-gate junction is not forward 
biased sufficiently (at least 0.6V), or 
if it is reverse biased (gate positive 

with respect to anode), the PUT re-
mains in its blocking state. When the 
PUT triggers, its anode-to-cathode 
voltage drops to a very low level (e.g. 
one volt), just like the SCR's. 

PUT relaxation oscillator 
Figure 15 shows a basic PUT relax-

ation oscillator. Note that the gate is 
connected to the junction of R2 and 
R3. The R2/R3 resistance ratio de-
termines the positive voltage at the 
gate. Just as in a UJT relaxation os-
cillator, capacitor C 1 charges through 
variable resistor RI. The RC time 
constant determines the rate of 
charge. When power is applied, Cl 
begins charging, and as soon as its 
voltage makes the anode 0.6V more 
positive than the gate, the thyristor 
fires. For example, let's assume that 
the resistance ratio of the R2 — R3 
voltage divider establishes a gate 
voltage of +4.0V. As soon as the 
charging capacitor attains a voltage 
of 4.6V, the N — type gate becomes 
negative in relation to the P-type an-
ode, and the PUT switches into its 
low-resistance state. CI discharges 
rapidly through the very low resis-
tance of the thyristor and the low re-
sistance of the cathode load, produc-
ing brief, high energy current pulses 
through RL. The pulses can be used 
to trigger higher power thyristors 
such as SCRs and triacs. 
Once C 1 has discharged to a suffi-

ciently low voltage and the discharge 
current drops below the PUT's 
"holding" value, conduction can no 
longer be maintained through the 
thyristor; the PUT reverts back to its 
blocking state. C 1 then begins charg-
ing again, i.e. a new cycle begins. The 
RI — Cl time constant determines the 
pulse repetition rate (frequency) of 
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Figure 15. 

the oscillator by controlling the time 
it takes the anode voltage to rise 
above the gate voltage sufficiently to 
trigger the device. Note that selecting 
a different R2/R3 resistance ratio 
would establish a different dc voltage 
at the gate and thus provide an addi-
tional way of controlling the oscilla-
tor frequency because either more or 
less time would be needed for the an-
ode voltage to exceed that higher or 
lower gate voltage. 
Note that because C I charges 

gradually through R1 and discharges 
very rapidly through the PUT, the 
voltage waveform across the capaci-
tor is a sawtooth which can be an-
other useful output of the relaxation 
oscillator. 
So we see that the PUT performs 

very much like the UJT which it can 
replace. PUTs produce excellent fre-
quency stability in oscillators be-

cause their characteristics are more 
constant and dependable over a wide 
temperature range, than those of the 
UJT. Also, PUTs are able to operate 
with very low supply voltages. In ad-
dition to generating triggering pulses 
for other thyristors, PUT applica-
tions include timers, counters, saw-
tooth generators, relay drivers, volt-
age controlled oscillators (VCO), 
ramp generators in servomechan-
isms, etc. 

PUT vertical oscillator 
A PUT is sometimes featured in 

the vertical oscillator circuits of TV 
receivers, particularly in imported 
brands. Figure 16 is a simplified ver-
sion of such a circuit. Quite similar to 
that of Figure 15, it features a relaxa-
tion oscillator in which C2 charges 
gradually through R4 while the PUT 
is off (sawtooth trace interval), and 

discharges quickly through the thyris-
tor when the PUT is on (retrace). The 
PUT is programmed by the manual 
setting of the vertical hold control. 
Note that R2 and R3 form a voltage 
divider across the 20V dc supply; 
thus the dc voltage at the gate is deter-
mined by the setting of R3, and it is 
this gate voltage that determines the 
anode voltage level at which the PUT 
will fire. 
Negative-going sync from the sync 

separator is coupled through the ver-
tical integrator and coupling capaci-
tor Cl, to the gate of the PUT. The 
vertical hold control is normally ad-
justed in such a way that the relaxa-
tion oscillator free-runs at a frequen-
cy slightly lower than 60Hz. There-
fore, by the time a negative-going 
60Hz sync pulse arrives at the gate, 
C2 has already charged up consider-
ably, making the anode several volts 
positive. The sync pulse forces the 
gate voltage down, making the gate 
suddenly more negative (less posi-
tive) than the anode. This forward 
biases the anode-gate junction and 
triggers the PUT; retrace is initiated, 
and a new cycle starts. 
The sawtooth voltage waveform 

generated by C2 is usually applied to 
a vertical buffer amplifier and then 
to the vertical driver and output 
circuits. The circuit of Figure 16 was 
simplified by omitting a few compo-
nents such as the vertical size control 
as well as the vertical linearity control 
and negative feedback circuitry often 
found between the oscillator and the 
vertical amplifier. But it is typical 
of vertical oscillator circuits fea-
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turing programmable unijunction 
transistors. 

Gate turn-off thyristor 
The final switching device to be in-

troduced in this series is the gate turn-
off thyristor (GTO), also called gate 
controlled switch (GCS), gate turn-
off switch or gate turn-off SCR. This 
three-terminal PNPN device is very 
similar to the SCR in construction, 
characteristics and operation, but 
with one main difference: it can be 
turned off by applying a negative 
voltage to its gate, i.e. by making the 
gate negative with respect to the 
cathode. 
Of course, the GTO also possesses 

the usual SCR characteristics, namely: 

I. it can be turned on with positive 
gate voltage; 

2. once turned on, it latches on, even 
when the gate voltage is removed; 
3. it reverts back to the blocking state 
when the polarity of anode voltage is 
reversed or when anode current is re-
duced below its holding value (IH); 
4. it features low anode-to-cathode 
voltage while conducting. 

You should think of the GTO sim-
ply as a special type of SCR with gate 
turn-off capabilities. Three different 
GTO symbols are in common use, as 
seen in Figure 17. The arrows in (B) 
and (C) remind us that the anode 
consists of P-type silicon, while the 
cathode is N-type, as shown in the 
construction diagram of Figure 18. 
For example, the Figure 17(B) sym-
bol is the one used by the Sony Cor-
poration for the GTOs featured in 
the power supply regulator and hori-
zontal output circuitry of their color 
TV sets. Sony calls these thyristors 
gate controlled switches (GCS). 
In addition to its gate turn-off ad-

vantage, the GTO also features a 
faster turn-off time than the SCR 
(about 10) and is thus well suited to 
high-speed switching applications. 
Does it have any disadvantages? 

Unfortunately so: a significant in-
crease in the amount of gate current 
required for triggering the thyristor 
into conduction. For an SCR and a 
GTO of similar low-power ratings, 
for example, the gate triggering cur-

rent of the SCR might be about 300µA 
while the GTO might need 20mA. In 
the case of high-power SCRs and 
GTOs, the difference can be even 
more dramatic; for example, an SCR 
might need 40mA to 150 mA of gate 
current while a corresponding GTO 
might need between lA and 5A. This 
whopping gate current requirement 
can be a disadvantage because the 
driving circuitry which feeds the trig-
gering pulses to the gate must be able 
to supply that current. And the turn-
off gate current of GTOs is even 
slightly higher than the required trig-
ger current. Nevertheless, the GTO 
can be very useful and its popularity 
is on the increase. 
Some GTOs feature symmetrical 

forward and reverse blocking, i.e. 
their peak anode voltage rating (e.g. 
1000V) is the same whether the anode 
is positive or negative in relation to 
the cathode; but others have asym-
metrical blocking properties, their 
maximum anode voltage rating (in 
the blocking state) being much higher 
with positive anode voltage than with 
negative. Like SCRs, GTOs come in 
a wide variety of voltage, current and 
power ratings. For example, the rela-
tively low-power ECG276 horizontal 
output GTO has the following maxi-
mum ratings: on-state anode current: 
5A; off-state anode voltage: 1200V; 
gate trigger voltage: 1.5V; gate trig-
ger current: 120mA; and a typical 
holding current (IH) of 300mA. It 
comes in a TO-66 type of metal case. 
On the other hand, high-power GTOs 
used in some industrial applications 
may have ratings of around 1500A 
and 2500V and come in large "hock-
ey puck"packages. 

GTO applications 
Because of their desirable switch-

ing characteristics, GTOs are found 
in a variety of applications, including 
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pulse generators,  multivibrators, 
digital counters, voltage regulators 
and television sweep circuits. 
As an example, Figure 19 shows a 

switching circuit that changes short 
trigger pulses into a square wave out-
put. Each positive pulse at the input 
(at times ti and t3) triggers the GTO 
into conduction, causing the anode 
voltage to drop to a very low value 
(about IV); and each negative input 
pulse (at times t2 and t4) switches the 
thyristor off, allowing the anode 
voltage to rise to the full Vcc value. 
Therefore the output consists of a 
square wave. 
Figure 20 shows a GTO and a zener 

diode configured into a sawtooth 
generator circuit. When the 100V dc 
supply is turned on, positive voltage 
is applied through R2 to the gate; the 
resulting gate current causes the 
GTO to switch on, allowing current 
to flow through Cl and the thyristor 
to the + Vcc terminal. The capacitor 
charges rapidly, eventually allowing 

the GTO's cathode voltage to rise 
above the zener voltage (Vz) of diode 
DI; the gate then becomes negative in 
relation to the cathode, causing a re-
versal in gate current. When the re-
verse gate current becomes suffici-
ently large, the GTO switches off, al-
lowing Cl to begin discharging 
through R 1 ; discharge time is deter-
mined by the relatively long R1-C1 
time constant. Once the output volt-
age (GTO's cathode voltage) drops 
below Vz, forward gate current be-
gins flowing again, the thyristor swit-
ches back on, and the process is 
repeated. Thus a sawtooth voltage 
waveform is generated at the oscilla-
tor's output. The period (and fre-
quency) of the oscillator can be va-
ried by adjusting R 1 . 

GTO horizontal output stage 
Our final GTO application is that 

of horizontal output switching in TV 
receivers. Figure 21 is a simplified 
schematic of such a circuit. Note that 

it's quite similar to the more common 
horizontal output stage featuring an 
NPN transistor, and is much simpler 
than the dual-SCR and dual-diode 
horizontal switching circuitry dis-
cussed in Part III of this thyristor 
series. 
As pointed out earlier, the thyris-

tor is called a gate controlled switch 
(GCS) by some manufacturers. Driv-
er transformer Ti provides imped-
ance matching and couples a square 
wave signal to the gate of Ql. Cl re-
sonates with the yoke and determines 
the speed of retrace as well as the 
amount of high voltage available 
from the flyback transformer. DI is 
the usual damper diode. 
The square wave at Q1's input al-

ternately switches the GTO on and 
off, just like a switching transistor; 
the duty cycle is roughly 5007o, allow-
ing the thyristor to run reasonably 
cool. 
Technicians should note one im-

portant difference, however. Losing 
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horizontal drive in a transistor circuit 
is of no serious consequence; the 
transistor switches off and the raster 
disappears, but no damage results. 
Not so with a GTO; a loss of drive is 
likely to leave the thyristor conduct-
ing maximum current continuously 
and burn it out, possibly damaging 
the flyback transformer as well. Old-
timers undoubtedly remember a sim-
ilar situation in vacuum tube receiv-
ers. When the horizontal oscillator 
failed, the horizontal output tube 
would glow—its plate turning a 
bright cherry red — and the wax in 
the flyback transformer would end 
up at the bottom of the TV cabinet or 
on the customer's floor! The moral 
of the story is: don't kill the horizon-
tal drive when you're troubleshoot-
ing a GTO type of horizontal output 
stage. 
Our  final  comment  concerns 

something we can all relate to: dol-
lars and cents. Aside from gate drive 
requirements and physical consider-
ations, current and voltage ratings 
should be carefully considered when 
choosing a replacement thyristor. 
Otherwise $$$ will get you! The net 
prices quoted here are Canadian; 
they're undoubtedly a bit lower in the 
U.S.A., but the comparisons are 
valid. 
Suppose you need to replace a 

5A/50V SCR. An ECG5470, rated at 
5A/50V costs $11.59; but if you se-
lect an ECG5476 instead, rated at 
5A/600V, the price goes up to 
$24.03. Percentage-wise, that may be 
quite a jump, but it's just chicken 
feed compared to high power thyris-
tors. Take a 1200A SCR, for exam-
ple. An ECG5598, rated at 600V, will 
cost you $538.00, but an ECG5599, 
rated at 1200V, will set you back 
$851.00! And if you don't know 
what gift to buy for a friend who has 
everything, consider giving a 4800A/ 
2000V phase control thyristor, such as 
the International Rectifier S77R20A 
featuring an A-36 'hockey puck' case 
. . . it'll cost you $1,157.63, but it 
might make a lasting impression! 
Well, there you have it . . . thyris-

tors from A to Z. It is hoped that the 
information was of interest to experi-
enced technicians as well as novices, 
and that the fundamentals, circuit 
descriptions and servicing hints pre-
sented in the series will make the de-
vices a little better understood and 
your troubleshooting work a little 
easier as a result.  • 
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DC motor control simplified 
By John Shepler 

111 ost electronic devices should real-
ly be called electromechanical de-
vices. Think about VCR's, cassette, 
reel, and DAT tape recorders, CD 
players, computer disk drives, print-
ers, typewriters, and camcorders. All 
of these have one or more electro-
mechanical components. 
The permanent magnet dc motor, 

or PMDC motor, is a common elec-
tromechanical component. It is used 
everywhere, from toys to computer 
drives. How these motors work and 
how they are controlled electronical-
ly is the subject of this article. 

How does a PMDC motor work? 
Magnetism. That's what makes a 

motor spin. All electric motors are 
based on the principle that opposite 
magnetic poles repel, or force each 
other away. The major differences in 

Shepler is an electronics engineering manager and 
broadcast consultant. He has more than 20 years ex-
perience in all phases of electronics. 

motors are whether the magnetic 
fields are generated by permanent 
magnets, dc currents, or ac currents. 
If a permanent magnet creates one 
field, the other must be generated by 
dc or ac power. 
Figure 1 shows what goes into the 

construction of a PMDC motor. The 
part that rotates is called the arma-
ture. It starts with a soft iron core, 
generally built up from a stack of 
punched sheet metal laminations. 
The stack of laminations is pressed 
onto a metal shaft. Insulated copper 
wire is wound in the slots of the lam-
ination stack to form electrical coils. 
To complete the armature, a rota-

ry switch called a commutator is 
pressed on the shaft and connected to 
the armature coils. As the armature 
turns, the copper commutator bars 
make contact with a pair of carbon 
brushes that are fixed in place. The 
commutator slides over the brushes, 
connecting one coil after another to 
the power source. While a coil is 
energized, it will become an electro-

Figure 1. PMDC motor construction. 

magnet with a north and south pole. 
The force generated by the electro-
magnetic field interacting with the 
field of the stationary permanent 
magnets is what causes the motor to 
rotate. 
You can make a simple electro-

magnet by wrapping a few dozen 
turns of hookup wire around a nail 
and connecting to a lantern battery. 
Try this and see that the electro-
magnet attracts iron and steel ob-
jects, like paper clips, but repels one 
pole of a bar magnet. If you don't 
have a bar magnet, use a cylinder 
magnet from a torn loudspeaker. 
Next, try reversing the battery and 
see that the magnets now attract. 
In a motor, the commutator is 

wired so that the coil that has just 
turned past the north pole of the per-
manent magnet is energized to repel. 
This force makes the armature turn, 
disconnecting the coil through the 
commutator and connecting the next 
one. This way, the permanent mag-
net and one of the electromagnet 
coils will always be pushing against 
each other. 
Magnets have two poles, north and 

south. If the north poles are repel-
ling, the south poles are also repel-
ling, giving the motor a push from 
both sets of permanent magnets. 
It is also possible to arrange the 

commutator switching so that the 
permanent  magnet and electro-
magnet attract each other. The force 
of attraction is just as powerful as the 
force of repulsion. In fact, to switch 
from magnetic attraction to magnet-
ic repulsion, all you need do is reverse 
the polarity of the current into the 
motor armature. Reverse the power 
supply polarity and the motor will 
run in reverse. 
The complete motor assembly con-

sists of the armature, permanent 
magnets and a few other parts. There 
is an outer shell with end caps to hold 
the armature shaft bearings in align-

(Continued on page 37) 
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DC motor control simplified (from page 24) 

ment. On more expensive motors 
these are ball bearings. On less ex-
pensive and many small motors a 
bronze bushing pressed into each end 
cap holds the shaft. 
The permanent magnets are shaped 

as arcs to conform to the shape of the 
round armature. They are mounted 
within an iron ring that completes the 
magnetic path. Sometimes the shell 
itself is thick enough to provide the 
magnetic path and an extra iron ring 
is not needed. 
The brushes form the electrical 

connection between the power sup-
ply and the rotating electromagnet by 
way of the commutator. They are 
held in insulated holders with springs 
to push them against the bars of the 
armature. Flexible leads are connect-
ed to wires or terminal posts on the 
shell of the motor. 

Electronic motor control 
Some applications simply use a 

mechanical switch to turn the motor 
on and off. Many portable cassette 
players are built this way. More 
sophisticated electronics applica-
tions require a solid state interface 
for electronic control. 
Figure 3 shows the simplest way to 

turn the motor on and off electron-
ically. This is the same arrangement 
used to control relays and solenoids. 
The transistor ratings are determined 
by the voltage and current required 
by the motor, including the high in-
rush current when the motor starts. 
The flyback diode is needed to pro-
tect the transistor from high voltage 
spikes induced when the armature 
field is turned off. 
Most dc motors are designed to 

run equally well in both directions. 
This is a big advantage over ac mo-
tors which run in one direction only. 
This is of little concern in applica-
tions like fans, but very useful for 
reversing tape direction in cassette 
recorders. 
Figure 4 shows a circuit for bi-di-

rectional control. The control lines 
are labeled FWD (foward) and REV 
(reverse). Four transistors are needed 
to switch the two motor leads to the 
single polarity power supply. If plus 
and minus supplies are available, on-
ly two transistors are needed. 

Figure 2. Experiment in motor magnetics. 

Here's how the bridge works. 
When the foward line is energized, 
transistors Q1 and Q4 are energized. 
The power flows from the supply 
through Q1 to the left motor termi-
nal, through the motor, and from the 
right motor terminal through Q4 to 
ground. Q2 and Q3 are off. To re-
verse the motor, activate the reverse 
line, which puts the plus supply to the 
right motor terminal through Q2 and 
connects the left motor terminal to 
ground through Q3. In this case, Q1 
and Q4 are off. Not shown in this dia-
gram are flyback diodes to protect 
the transistors. 
It is important that only the for-

ward or reverse line is turned on at 
any time. If both lines should go 
high, all 4 transistors would switch 
on, shorting the power supply to 
ground. Switching logic within the 
electronic motor control circuit is 

designed to prevent this from hap-
pening. 

Variable speed control 
What sets the speed of a motor? 

Every motor design has a no-load 
speed that is set by the strength of the 
magnets, the number of turns in the 
armature coils, and the applied volt-
age. This is the speed that the motor 
will run without any load being con-
nected to its shaft. 
The characteristic of PMDC mo-

tors is that the speed decreases as 
load is applied. There is a curve for 
every motor, called the speed-torque 
curve, that shows what the speed will 
be for a given load. A typical speed 
torque curve is shown in Figure 5. If 
you buy a new motor you may get a 
copy with the data sheet. Torque is a 
measure of mechanical loading. 
What's important is that for a 
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Figure 3. Solid state motor switch. 

given supply voltage, the speed of the 
motor will be set by the load. That 
means for any load, the speed of the 
motor will be set by the applied volt-
age. If the mechanical load remains 
constant you can keep the motor 
speed constant by providing a regu-
lated power supply. Some battery 
powered devices keep the capstan 
speed of the tape drive constant by 
regulating the battery voltage. Motor 
current increases linearly as motor 

torque (load) increases. 
It is easy to vary the speed of a 

PMDC motor electronically. All you 
have to do is vary the power supply. 
Hook a pot to a variable voltage reg-
ulator chip and you have a motor 
speed control. 
Often, we want to set the speed of a 

motor and have it stay constant, even 
though the mechanical load may 
change. This can be done by adding a 
feedback loop to the circuit. 

Figure 4. Bi-directional control. 

Figure 6 shows a new component, 
a tachometer, added to the motor. A 
tachometer, or tach, is any device 
that gives a voltage or current out-
put proportional to speed. A small 
generator will produce a voltage that 
increases as speed increases. In fact, 
any PMDC motor can be used as a 
generator by simply turning its shaft 
and measuring the terminal voltage. 
Small dc motors make tachometers. 
Optical sensors are also commonly 
used as tachs, although they need ad-
ditional electronic interfacing. 
Here's how the feedback loop 

works. The speed pot provides the 
plus input of the op amp with a volt-
age that represents the desired speed 
of the motor. This is sometimes call-
ed the set point. The op amp output 
will jump high and turn on the tran-
sistor switch. This energizes the 
motor, which then speeds up, rotat-
ing the tachometer shaft. The tach 
output voltage increases with motor 
speed and is fed to the negative input 
of the op-amp. When the tach volt-. 
age is equal to the speed setpoint volt-
age, the transistor is turned on just 
enough to keep the motor running at 
that speed. 
If the speed falls, the drive will in-

crease because the setpoint is greater 
than the tach voltage. If the speed in-
creases, due to less load, the drive 
will decrease because the tach voltage 
is greater than the set point. 
You can see that the feedback loop 

from the tachometer is used to regu-
late the amount of drive to the mo-
tor. The difference between tach and 
setpoint voltages at the op amp in-
puts determines the motor voltage 
and current. 
Feedback control is also called ser-

vo control. Servos are used in any ap-
plication that requires speed to be 
controlled automatically. Servos are 
used to control position and velocity 
in other types of systems. 

Advances in motor control 

Motion control is so commonly 
applied that special integrated cir-
cuits have been developed as speed 
loop controllers or power drivers. 
Microprocessors are also used to 

provide this function along with 
on/off control and digital clock/ 
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timer displays. Microprocessors are 
especially suited to this application 
because they can count pulses from a 
simple optical or magnetic pickup 
tach and determine whether to in-
crease or decrease motor speed. They 
can also do more complex functions, 
like slowly ramping the speed up or 
down and detecting when a jam has 
occured. A jam would be detected as 
the absence of tach input when the 
motor is energized. With new func-

tions being added to home and busi-
ness equipment every day, it is im-
portant to stay abreast of advances in 
dc motors and motor controls. You 
may even want to purchase some in-
expensive motors and control chips 
and experiment with closed loop con-
trol. Understanding servos and mo-
tor controls will certainly come in 
handy when you need to service 
equipment that is both electronic 
and electromechanical. 
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Figure 6. Variable speed control. 
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'I 990 directory t(ory 
Monthly index — 1982-1990 

Profax 
October 1982  Number 
TS61/NEC color video monitor, chassis Z7A  2000 
RCA B&W TV, chassis KCS207B  2001 
NAP color TV, chassis 09C201 CQ4X  2002 

November 1982 
Hitachi color TV, chassis NP8OSX  2003 
RCA color TV, chassis CTC115  2004 
NEC video projector, chassis W2A-1  2005 

December 1982 
NAP B&W TV model MQA014GY (w/radio)  2006 
RCA color TV, chassis CTC108  2007 

January 1983 
Hitachi color TV GTX, chassis No. 615  2008 
RCA projection TV model PGR200/300  2009 
Magnavox B&W TV, chassis 09M101  2010 

February 1983 
Hitachi color TV, NP9X chassis  2011 
RCA color TV, CTC118 series  2012 

March 1983 
RCA B&W TV, chassis KCS206C (ac/dc/battery)  2013 
Hitachi projection color TV, CT 5011  2014 

April 1983 
GE color TV, AC-D AC-E  2015 
NAP B&W TV, AM/FM radio UVG-1  2016 

May 1983 
NAP color TV, chassis E34-18, -19, -32, -33  2017 
GE B&W TV, XE chassis  2018 

June 1983 
RCA color TV, CTC117 series  2019 
NAP B&W TV, model B386QWA01  2020 

July 1983 
Magnavox color TV, chassis E31-38  2021 
Philco color TV, chassis K-20  2022 

August 1983 
GE color TV, EM chassis  2023 
NAP B&W TV, chassis 12M101  2024 

September 1983 
RCA color TV, chassis CTCI20  2025 
NAP B&W TV, chassis 12M101  2026 

October 1983 
RCA B&W TV, KCS205 series  2027 
GE color TV, PM-A chassis  2028 

November 1983 
RCA 13&W TV, KCS204 series  2029 
NAP color TV, 13C3 series  2030 

Profax 
December 1983  Number 
NAP color TV, 19C3 series  2031 
GE color TV, PC-B chassis  2032 

January 1984 
RCA KCS206 B&W  2033 
NAP E34 chassis  2034 

February 1984 
NAP 19C2 chassis  2035 
RCA KCS213 B&W  2036 

March 1984 
GE AF/C chassis  2037 

April 1984 
GE GL/X chassis  2038 
GE XK B&W chassis  2039 
NAP E32 chassis  2040 

May 1984 
RCA CTC111 series  2041 

June 1984 
GE Xi B&W chassis  2042 
NAP E32-58, -59 chassis  2043 

July 1984 
GE EC/K chassis  2044 
NAP KIO chassis  2045 

August 1984 
RCA CTC123 series  2046 
NAP RD425S1 & RXC192SL  2047 

September 1984 
NAP E53-45, -46 ,-47, -48 chassis  2048 
GE XE B&W chassis  2049 

October 1984 
RCA CTC132/132 series  2050 

November 1984 
GE AB/AC chassis  2051 
NAP BD 3911 SLO1 B&W chassis  2052 

December 1984 
RCA KCS B&W AM/FM/clock  2053 
Hitachi NP81X chassis  2054 

January 1985 
GE CM chassis  2055 
NEC C13-304A chassis  2056 
GE XM-E chassis  2057 

February 1985 
GE PC-A chassis  2058 
Hitachi CT2516 chassis  2059 
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1990 Profax Directory 

Profax  Profax 
March 1985  Number  September 1986  Number 
GE GK chassis  2060  RCA CTC130-S1 chassis  2090 
Hitachi CQ4X chassis  2061 

April 1985 
RCA CTC117 chassis  2062 
NAP UXC chassis  2063 

May 1985 
GE EC-A chassis  2064 
NEC DJ-60EN(R) chassis  2065 

June 1985 
GE EP-B chassis  2066 

July 1985 
GE 19PC-F/H chassis  2067 

August 1985 
GE PM-B chassis  2068 

September 1985 
NAP EC-31-52, -56 & -58 chassis  2069 
RCA CTC118 chassis  2070 

October 1985 
NAP E-34-18, -32 & -33 chassis  2071 
RCA CTC121 chassis  2072 

November 1985 
GE BC-N chassis  2073 
GE EP chassis  2074 

December 1985 
GE PC-J chassis  2075 
RCA CTC126 chassis  2076 

January 1986 
RCA MMC 100, video monitor  2077 
GE PM-A chassis  2078 

February 1986 
GE BC-A chassis  2079 
RCA 117 chassis  2080 

March 1986 
RCA CTC133 chassis  2081 

April 1986 
GE 25 PC(J) chassis  2082 
RCA CTC120 chassis  2083 

May 1986 
GE HP chassis, tuning & control systems  2084A 
GE HP chassis, chroma  2084B 

June 1986 
RCA CTC125 chassis  2085 
RCA 207 series weather clock  2086 

July 1986 
GE NF chassis  2087 
GE PM-C chassis  2088 

August 1986 
RCA CTC136 chassis  2089 

October 1986 
GE X110 chassis, B&W TV  2091 
GE TV/AM/FM clock radio  2092 

November 1986 
RCA B&W TV basic service data, UVM chassis  2093 
GE 14-inch portable color TV, RS-A chassis  2094 

December 1986 
GE X110 chassis (cont.)  2095 
RCA UWJ chassis  2096 

January 1987 
GE color TV, MK-2 chassis  .2097 

February 1987 
RCA color TV supplement, CTC117-S2  2098 
GE color TV, MK-1 chassis  2099 

April 1987 
Hitachi color TV, CT2250B, CT2250W chassis  3000 

May 1987 
RCA color TV, VDM140 chassis  3002 
GE color TV, NF chassis update  3003 
GE 5-inch B&W TV, 7-7130A chassis  3004 

June 1987 
Hitachi color TV, CT1358 chassis  3005 
RCA color TV, CTC135 chassis  3006 

July 1987 
Zenith color TV, D13085/D1910B chassis  3007 
GE color TV, MK-1 chassis, model 8-1938  3008 

August 1987 
Zenith color TV, D2500W chassis  3009 
Hitachi color TV, CT2020W, CT2020B chassis  3010 

September 1987 
Zenith color TV, SD2501 W chassis  3011 
Hitachi color TV, CT2250B, CT2250W chassis  3012 

October 1987 
RCA color TV, CTC134 chassis  3013 

November 1987 
GE color TV, CTC140 chassis  3014 

December 1987 
Hitachi color TV, chassis CT0911  3015 
Zenith color TV, chassis SD2097S  3016 

January 1988 
Zenith PV800 color monitor  3017 
Hitachi color TV, CT1358 chassis  3018 

February 1988 
GE VCR, 1VCR2018W model  3019 

March 1988 
GE 8-4500 projection TV  3020 
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1990 Profax Directory 

Profax 
April 1988  Number 
NAP projection TV, E54-10 chassis  3021 
Zenith color TV, C2020H chassis  3022 

May 1988 
RCA PVM050 color TV  3023 
Hitachi CT2652, CT2653 color TVs  3024 

June 1988 
Hitachi color TVs, CT2647/CT2648/CT2649 chassis  3025 
NAP projection TV, E54-I5 chassis  3026 

July 1988 
GE model IVCR2006W VCR  3027 
Zenith color TV, CM-139/B-0 (B) chassis  3028 

August 1988 
Hitachi color TV, CT 1344 chassis  3029 
NAP color TV, E51-56 chassis  3030 

September 1988 
RCA color TV, PVM035 chassis  3031 
GE color TV, NC-05X3/06X1 chassis  3032 

October 1988 
Hitachi CT3020W/CT3020B color TV  3033 
Zenith CM-139/B-3 (I) SD2511G/SD2581H color TV.  3034 

November 1988 
Hitachi VHS VCR, model VT-63A  3035 
NAP RD4502SL/RLC3I2SL color TV monitors  3036 

December 1988 
GE projection TV, PW chassis, 40PW3000KA01  3037 

January 1989 
Hitachi color TV, CTI955, NP85XA chassis  3038 
NAP color TV, series I9C2 chassis (Magnavox)  3039 

February 1989 
RCA/GE color TV, CTC145/146 chassis  3040 
Zenith color TV, CM-140/b-2(G) chassis  3041 
(models SE2503G/SE2505P, SE2507N/SE2509H) 

March 1989 
NAP color TV, chassis E34-I1  3042 
Hitachi color TV, chassis CT1941/CT19A2, NP83X  3043 

April 1989 
GE VHS VCR, model 1VCR2002X 
Hitachi CT 1955 color TV 

 3044 
 3045 

May 1989 
Zenith CM-14-0/B-3(1) color TV  3046 
(models SE272 1 H/SE2725R/SE2727H) 

GE color TV, 1987 CTCI36  3047 

June 1989 
RCA P42000-S1 projection TV  3048 
(additional models: RVM46700, 46GW700, P46000) 

NAP color TV, chassis E54-15  3049 
(Magnavox RD8518 and RD8520; Philco model P8190S; 
Sylvania PSC4I0 and PSC420) 

Profax 

July 1989  Number 
Hitachi CT2066 color TV  3050 
RCA CTC135 color TV  3051 

August 1989 
GE CTC135-S1 color TV  3052 
Zenith CM-140/B-2(I) color TV  3053 

September 1989 
RCA CSM055 color TV/AM/FM/clock radio  3054 

October 1989 
Hitachi CT2086 B/W chassis G7NU3 color TV  3055 
Zenith PV4661H rear-projector color TV  3056 

November 1989 
GE 1987 8-4500 projection color TV  3057 
RCA/GE CTC145/146 color TV  3058 

December 1989 
Zenith CM-140/Digital(C) chassis color TV  3059 
Models SE3135P/SE3191H/SE3535H/ZB2771H/ 
ZB2771H2/ZB2777/ZB2777H2/ZB2797P/Z132797P2/ 
ZB2797Y/ZB2797Y2/ZB3193H/ZB3/ZB3539T/ZB3539Y) 

January 1990 
Hitachi CT I395W G7NSU2 color TV  3060 

February 1990 
Zenith CM-139/B1 (Y) and (K) Color TV Receivers. .. .3061 
Models SD2097S (Y) and SD1327W3, SD1327Y, 
SD 1 327Y3(K)] 

March 1990 
RCA/GE CTC148/149-S2 chassis color TV  3062 

April 1990 
Hitachi G7XU2/3 chassis color TV  3063 
G7XU2 - models CT2087B/W, A087 (MT2870 
through MT2878) 
G7XU3 - models CT2088B/W A088 (MT2880, 
MT2886, MT2887) 

May 1990 
Zenith PV-140/Digital (G) Rear Proj. digital TV  3064 
receiver, Zenith surround stereo system 

June 1990 
Hitachi CT4580K, VP7X2 chassis projection TV  3065 

July 1990 
Zenith PV454-1P color TV  3066 

August 1990 
RCA/GE TX8I color TV  3067 

September 1990 
RCA/GE CTCI56 color TV  3068 

October 1990 
Hitachi VP9X1 chassis color TV  3069 

November 1990 
RCA/GE CTCI69 (PV) Color TV  3070 

December 1990 
RCA CTC9I color TV  3071 
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1990 Profax Directory 

Profax number index — 1982-1990 

Profax 
Number Month Year 

2000-2002   Oct  82 
2003-2005  Nov  82 
2006-2007  Dec  82 
2008-2010   Jan  83 
2011-2012   Feb  83 
2013-2014  Mar  83 
2015-2016  Apr  83 
2017-2018  May  83 
2019-2020   Jun  83 
2021-2022  Jul  83 
2023-2024  Aug  83 
2025-2026   Sep  83 
2027-2028   Oct  83 
2029-2030  Nov  83 
2031-2032   Dec  83 
2033-2034   Jan  84 
2035-2036   Feb  84 
2037  Mar  84 
2038-2040  Apr  84 
2041  May  84 
2042-2043   Jun  84 
2044-2045  Jul  84 
2046-2047  Aug  84 
2048-2049   Sep  84 
2050  Oct  84 
2051-2052  Nov  84 
2053-2054   Dec  84 
2055-2057   Jan  85 
2058-2059   Feb  85 
2060-2061  Mar  85 
2062-2063  Apr  85 
2064-2065  May  85 
2066  Jun  85 
2067  Jul  85 
2068  Aug  85 
2069-2070   Sep  85 
2071-2072   Oct  85 
2073-2074  Nov ... 85 
2075-2076  Dec ... 85 
2077-2078   Jan ... 86 
2079-2080   Feb ... 86 
2081  Mar ... 86 
2082-2083  Apr ... 86 
2084A-2084B  May ... 86 
2085-2086   Jun ... 86 
2087-2088  Jul  86 
2089  Aug  86 
2090  Sep  86 
2091-2092   Oct  86 
2093-2094  Nov  86 
2095-2096  Dec  86 
2097  Jan  . 87 
2098-2099   Feb  . 87 
(Note: numbers 2100-2999 were skipped) 

3000  Apr  87 
3002-3003  May  87 
3005-3006   Jun  87 
3007-3008  Jul  87 
3009-3010  Aug  87 
3011-3012   Sep  87 
3013  Oct  87 
3014  Nov  87 

Profax 
Number Month Year 

3015-3016   Dec ... 87 
3017-3018   Jan ... 88 
3019  Feb ... 88 
3020  Mar ... 88 
3021-3022  Apr ... 88 
3023-3024  May ... 88 
3025-3026   Jun ... 88 
3027-3028  Jul ... 88 
3029-3030  Aug ... 88 
3031-3032   Sep ... 88 
3033-3034   Oct ... 88 
3035-3036  Nov ... 88 
3037  Dec ... 88 
3038-3039   Jan ... 89 
3040-3041   Feb ... 89 
3042-3043  Mar ... 89 
3044-3045  Apr ... 89 
3046-3047  May ... 89 
3048-3049   Jun ... 89 
3050-3051  Jul  . 89 
3052-3053  Aug ... 89 
3054  Sep ... 89 
3055-3056   Oct ... 89 
3057-3058  Nov ... 89 
3059  Dec ... 89 
3060  Jan ... 90 
3061  Feb ... 90 
3062  Mar ... 90 
3063  Apr ... 90 
3064  May ... 90 
3065  Jun ... 90 
3066  Jul  90 
3067  Aug ... 90 
3068  Sep ... 90 
3069  Oct ... 90 
3070  Nov ... 90 
3071  Dec ... 90 

Company index — 1982-1990 

Profax  Month 
Number  and year 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
Color TV, AC-D AC-E  2015 .... Apr 83 
B&W TV, XE chassis  2018 .... May 83 
Color TV, EM chassis  2023 .... Aug 83 
Color TV, PM-A chassis  2028  Oct 83 
Color TV, PC-B chassis  2832  Dec 83 
AF/C chassis  2037 .... Mar 84 
GL/X chassis  2038 .... Apr 84 
XK B&W chassis  2039.... Apr 84 
XJ B&W chassis  2042  Jun 84 
EC/K chassis  2044   Jul 84 
XE B&W chassis  2049  Sep 84 
AB/AC chassis  2051 .... Nov 84 
CM chassis  2055  Jan 85 
XM-E chassis  2057  Jan 85 
PC-A chassis  2058  Feb 85 
GK chassis  2060.... Mar 85 
EC-A chassis  2064 .... May 85 
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1990 Profax Directory 

Profax  Month 
Number  and year 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
EP-B chassis  2066  Jun 85 
19PC-F/H chassis  2067   Jul 85 
PM-B chassis  2068 .... Aug 85 
BC-N chassis  2073 .... Nov 85 
EP chassis  2074.... Nov 85 
PC-J chassis  2075  Dec 85 
PM-A chassis  2078  Jan 86 
BC-A chassis  2079  Feb 86 
25 PC(J) chassis  2082 .... Apr 86 
HP chassis, tuning control systems  2084A.... May 86 
HP chassis, chroma  2084B.... May 86 
NF chassis  2087   Jul 86 
PM-C chassis  2088   Jul 86 
X110 chassis, B&W TV  2091  Oct 86 
TV/AM/FM clock radio  2092  Oct 86 
14-inch portable color TV  2094 .... Nov 86 
X110 chassis (cont.)  2095  Dec 86 
CTC140 chassis, color TV  3014 .... Nov 87 
MK-1 chassis, model 8-1938  3008   Jul 87 
MK-I chassis  2099  Feb 87 
MK-2 chassis  2097  Jan 87 
NF chassis update, color TV  3003 .... May 87 
7-7130A chassis, 5-inch B&W  3004 .... May 87 
1VCR2006W model, VCR  3027   Jul 88 
1VCR2018W model, VCR  3019  Feb 88 
NC-05X3/06X1 chassis, color TV  3032  Sep 88 
Projection TV 8-4500  3020.... Mar 88 
PW chassis, model 40PW3000KA01 TV  3037  Dec 88 
VHS VCR, model 1VCR2002X  3044.... Apr 89 
Color TV, 1987 CTC136  3047 .... May 89 
CTC 135-S 1 color TV  3052 .... Aug 89 

HITACHI 
Color TV, chassis NP8OSX  2003 .... Nov 82 
Color TV, GTX chassis No. 615  2008  Jan 83 
Color TV, NP9X chassis  2011  Feb 83 
Projection color TV, CT5011  2014.... Mar 83 
NP81X chassis  2054  Dec 84 
CT2516 chassis  2059  Feb 85 
CQ4X chassis  2061 .... Mar 85 
CT1358 chassis, color TV  3005  Jun 87 
CT2020W, CT2020B chassis  3010.... Aug 87 
CT2250B, CT2250W chassis  3000.... Apr 87 
CT2250B, CT2250W chassis  3012  Sep 87 
CT1344 chassis color TV  3029  Aug 88 
CT1358 chassis color TV  3018  Jan 88 
CT2647/CT2648/CT2649 color TVs  3025  Jun 88 
CT2652, CT2653 color TVs  3024  May 88 
CT3020W/CT3020B  3033  Oct 88 
VHS VCR, model VT-63A  3035  Nov 88 
CT1955 color TV, NP85XA chassis  3038  Jan 89 
Color TV, chassis CT1941/CT19A2  3043  Mar 89 
CT1955 color TV  3045  Apr 89 
CT2066 color TV  3050  Jul 89 
CT2086 B/W chassis G7NU3 color TV...3055  Oct 89 
CT1395W G7NSU2 color TV  3060  Jan 90 
G7XU2/3 chassis color TV  3062.  Apr 90 
G7XU2 models CT2087B/W, A087 
(MT2870 through MT2878) 

G7XU3 Models CT2088B/W, A088 
(MT2880, MT2886, MT2887) 

CT4580K, VP7X2 chassis proj. TV  3065  Jun 90 
VP9X1 chassis color TV  3069  Oct 90 

Profax  Month 
Number  and year 

MAGNAVOX 
13&W TV chassis 09M101  2010  Jan 83 
Color TV, chassis E31-38  2021   Jul 83 

NAP 
Color TV, chassis 09C201 CQ4X  2002  Oct 82 
B&W TV, model MQA014GY (w/radio). .2006  Dec 82 
B&W TV, AM/FM radio UVG-1  2016 .... Apr 83 
Color TV, E34-18, -19, -32, -33  2017 .... May 83 
B&W TV, model B386QWA01  2020  Jun 83 
B&W TV, chassis 12M101  2024 .... Aug 83 
B&W TV, chassis 12M101 (duplicate)  2026  Sep 83 
Color TV, 13C3 series  2030.... Nov 83 
Color TV, 19C3 series  2031  Dec 83 
E34 chassis  2034  Jan 84 
19C2 chassis  2035  Feb 84 
E32 chassis  2040 .... Apr 84 
E32-58, -59 chassis  2043  Jun 84 
K10 chassis  2045   Jul 84 
RD 425S1 & RXC 192SL chassis  2047 .... Aug 84 
E53-45, -46, -47, -48 chassis  2048  Sep 84 
BD3911 SLO1 B&W chassis  2051 .... Nov 84 
UXC chassis  2063 .... Apr 85 
EC-31-52, -56 & -58 chassis  2069  Sep 85 
E-34-18, -32 & -33 chassis  2071  Oct 85 
E51-56 chassis, color TV  3030 .... Aug 88 
E54-10 chassis, projection TV  3021 .... Apr 88 
E54-15 chassis, projection TV  3026  Jun 88 
RD4502SL/RLC312SL color TV  3036 .... Nov 88 
Color TV, series 19C2 chassis  3039  Jan 89 
Color TV, chassis E34-11  3042.... Mar 89 
Color TV, chassis E54-15  3049  Jun 89 
(Magnavox RD8518 and RD8520; Philco 
model P8190S; Sylvania PSC4 10 and PSC420, 

NEC 
Color video monitor, chassis Z7A  2000  Oct 82 
Video projector, chassis W2A-1  2005 .... Nov 82 
C13-304A chassis  2056  Jan 85 
DJ-60EN(R) chassis  2065 .... May 85 

PHILCO 
Color TV, chassis K-20  2022   Jul 83 

RCA 
B&W TV, chassis KCS207B  2001  Oct 82 
Color TV, chassis CTC115  2004 .... Nov 82 
Color TV, chassis CTC108  2007  Dec 82 
Projection TV, model PGR200/300  2009  Jan 83 
Color TV, CTC118 series  2012  Feb 83 
B&W TV, chassis KCS 206C  2013 .... Mar 83 
Color TV, CTC117 series  2019  Jun 83 
Color TV, chassis CTC120  2025  Sep 83 
13&W TV KCS205 series  2027  Oct 83 
B&W TV KCS204 series  2029 .... Nov 83 
KCS206 B&W  2033  Jan 84 
KCS213 13&W  2036  Feb 84 
CTC111 series  2041 .... Mar 84 
CTC123 series  2046 .... Apr 84 
CTC131/132 series  2050  Oct 84 
KCS 13&W AM/FM clock  2053  Dec 84 
CTC117 chassis  2062 .... Apr 85 
CTC118 chassis  2070  Sep 85 
CTC121 chassis  2072  Oct 85 
CTC126 chassis  2076  Dec 85 
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1990 Profax Directory 

Prof ax  Month 
Number  and year 

RCA 

MMC100, video monitor  2077  Jan 86 
CTC117 chassis  2080  Feb 86 
CTC133 chassis  2081 .... Mar 86 
CTC120 chassis  2083 .... Apr 86 
CTC125 chassis  2085  Jun 86 
207 series weather clock.  .2086  Jun 86 
CTC136 chassis  2089.  Aug 86 
CTC130-S1 chassis  2090  Sep 86 
B&W TV basic service data  2093 .  Nov 86 
UWJ chassis  2096  Dec 86 
CTC117-S2 color TV supplement  2098  Feb 87 
CTC134 chassis, color TV  3013  Oct 87 
CTC135 chassis, color TV  3006  Jun 87 
VDM140 chassis, color TV  3002 .... May 87 
PVM035 chassis color TV  3031  Sep 88 
PVM050 color TV  3023  May 88 
P42000-S1 projection TV  3048  Jun 89 
(additional models: RVM46700, 
46GW700, P46000) 

CTC135 color TV  3051 
CSM055 color TV/AM/FM/clock radio  3054 
CTC91 chassis  3071 

  Jul 89 
 Sep 89 
 Dec 90 

RCA/GE 
Color TV, CTC145/146 chassis  3040  Feb 89 
CTC145/146 color TV  3058  Nov 89 
CTC148/149-S2 chassis color TV  3062.... Mar 90 
TX81 color TV  3067  Aug 90 

Prof ax 
Number 

Month 
and year 

RCA/GE 

CTC156 color TV  3068  Sep 90 
CTC169 (PV) color TV  3070 .... Nov 90 

ZENITH 
D2500W chassis, color TV  3009.... Aug 87 
D13085/D1910B chassis, color TV  3007  Jul 87 
SD2501 W chassis, color TV  3011  Sep 87 
CM-139/B-0 (B) chassis color TV  3028  Jul 88 
CM-139/B-3 (I) SD2511G/SD2581H  3034  Oct 88 
C2020H chassis color TV  3022 .... Apr 88 
PV800 color monitor  3017  Jan 88 
Color TV, CM-140/b-2(G) chassis  3041  Feb 89 
CM-14-0/B-3(1) color TV  3046.... May 89 
(models SE2721H/SE2725R/SE2727H) 

CM-140/B-2(I) color TV  3053 .... Aug 89 
PV4661H rear-projector color TV  3056  Oct 89 
CM-140/DIGITAL(C) chassis color TV ..3059  Dec 89 
Models SE3135P/E3191H/SE353H/ 
ZB2771/ZB771 H2/  ZB277H/ 
ZB2772/ZB27/B2797P2/ZB2797Y/ 
ZB2797Y2/ZB313H/ZB193Y/ 
ZB3539T/ZB3539Y) 

CM-139/B1 (Y) and (K) TV receivers  3061  Feb 90 
Models SD2097S Y and SD1327W3, 
SD1327Y, SD1327Y3 K 

PV-140/Digital G Rear Proj. TV  3064 .... May 90 
receiver, Zenith surround stereo system 

Zenith PV454-1P color TV  3066  Jul 90 

t 

o4s ' 
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What do you know about electronics? 

Graphical analysis of 
capacitor characteristics 
By Sam Wilson 

In order to prove a point, I have 
discussed capacitor characteristics at 
length using mathematical analysis. I 
told you the true meaning of capaci-
tor ESR, and I have explained paral-
lel-tuned circuits. 
I sent, to anyone who asked, math-

ematical proofs of the statements. I 
never said that the math was abso-
lutely necessary to prove those 
things. The fact is you can do it with a 
compass, ruler and protractor. (You 
also need paper and pencil). 
If had given you this very simple 

approach at the start you would have 
said "Wilson is afraid of math!" But 
my heart is pure and my strength is as 
the strength of ten. I fear no math! 
I just happen to think the math so-

lution is the long way around for 
technicians who are trying to analyze 
capacitance. The graphical approach 
shown here provides an adequate 
analysis of capacitor characteristics. 
In this analysis, two kinds of phasor 

Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T. 

diagrams will be discussed: cur-
rent/voltage and impedance. 

Definitions 
Here are a few basic definitions: 
A phasor is a line that represents a 
magnitude (which means an amount) 
at an angle. Figure 1 shows a phasor 
marked phasor V. It represents five 
volts at 45 °. This is often expressed 
as 5V/45°. 
The horizontal phasor, marked 

phasor I, is in the standard zero posi-
tion. Angles are often measured with 
respect to this position. 
The conventional direction of ro-

tation for phasors in the United 
States is counterclockwise. 
Think of the V and I phasors as be-

ing two hands of a clock that are 
welded together and rotating counter-
clockwise. 
As shown in Figure 1, phasor V is 
ahead of of phasor I. Another way of 
saying that is phasor I is lagging be-
hind phasor V. Phasors like this are 
used to represent the voltage and cur-
rent in a series RL circuit. 

Figure 1. 

Figure 2. 

With this information, we can 
build a very simple graphic solution 
for the ESR and for the parallel res-
onant circuit. You need a protractor 
and ruler. If you are familiar with 
geometric constructions, a compass 
will be useful. Also, the paper and a 
sharp pencil are needed. 

Simple circuits 
Figure 2 shows a series RC circuit. 

Shown beside it is a phasor diagram 
that represents the circuit resistance 
and capacitive reactance. 
Figure 3 shows another type of 

phasor diagram for the series circuit 
in Figure 2. Current is the same in all 
parts of a series circuit, so it is usually 
used as a reference in series circuits. 
Note that the phasor representing the 
circuit RMS current (I) is in the con-
ventional zero position. All other 
phasors in this diagram are refer-
enced to that current phasor. 
The voltage across the resistor, VR, 

is in phase with the current, and the 
voltage across the capacitor, Vc, is 
90 ° behind the current. The two volt-

• 

 10. 
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THIS LINE IS DRAWN 
PARALLEL TO VR 

THIS LINE IS DRAWN 
PARALLEL TO VC 

Figure 3. 

101! 

I Z =  1/ 

= DEGREES 

Xc 

2011 

Figure 4. 

ages, VR and Vc, are added by the 
"parallelogram method." To do 
that, the broken lines are added to 
the ends of phasors VR and V. 
Those broken lines are parallel to the 
phasors. The resultant is V. It is the 
vector or phasor sum of VR and Vc 
shown by arrow V in the rectangle. It 
shows that the voltage across the cir-
cuit lags the circuit current. A very 
close approximation to the exact val-
ue of the voltage could be determined 
if the phasors were drawn to scale. 
Moreover, the phase angle between 
the voltage and current could be mea-
sured by a protractor. 

Try this problem 
Take a look at Figure 4. What is 

the impedance of this RC circuit? To 

IC 

IA 

V  IA 

VOLTAGE AND 
CURRENT PHASORS 

Xc. R AND Z PHASORS 

Xc 

Figure 5. 

solve it, draw phasors that represent 
Xc and R. Draw the parallelogram 
and measure the length of the imped-
ance phasor. 
Using the same scale as used for 

Xc and R, you can find Z in ohms. 
Using a protractor you can measure 
the phase angle. The solution is 
shown in Figure 4. 
Figure 5 shows a capacitor in par-

allel with a resistor. The current and 
voltage phasor diagram is shown for 
this circuit. Note that the phasor for 
Ic is drawn in the direction opposite 
to the one in Figure 3. The reason is 
that the voltage is now the reference. 
The current phasors represent the ac 
currents through the capacitor and 
resistor. 
The phasors for Xc and R are also 

shown in Figure 5. The procedure for 
finding the parallel impedance is the 
same as for finding the series imped-
ance. 
Now consider the series-parallel 

circuit of Figure 6. This is the simpli-
fied equivalent circuit of a capacitor. 
Draw the impedance phasor diagram 
for the Rc parallel circuit. This was 
shown in Figure 5. The impedance 
phasor for the parallel circuit is Z'. 
Next, combine the resultant (Z') 
phasor with the phasor for the series 
resistance (R). Find the resultant by 
the parallelogram method as shown. 
This is the resultant phasor (Z) that 
represents the impedance of the com-
plete circuit. 
The circuit resultant phasor is 

shown again in Figure 7. Now grab 
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Figure 6A. 
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fax machines in 2 weeks' 
"13." No special tools/equipment needed 

LP" Earn additional profits selling fax supplies' 

• Fax machines are not cheap - therefore, you can 
get good SS for the repair 
• Average Fax machine requires professional service 
every 18 months 

• Home study training program includes full instruc-
tions on EVERY ASPECT of Fax maintenance/repair 
FULL COVERAGE of how to set up your home-based 
service business 

FREE DETAILS 
CALL 1-800-537-0589 
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5329 Fountain Ave  Dept FX400 
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Figure 66. 

PHASOR FOR EQUIVALENT 
SERIES RESISTANCE 

ESR 

IMPEDANCE PHASOR FOR THE 
CIRCUIT OF FIGURE 6 

THIS IS THE IMPEDANCE DIAGRAM 

PHASOR FOR EQUIVALENT 
SERIES REACTANCE 

(ECR) 

Xc • 

FOR THIS CIRCUIT 

Figure 7. 

onto your hat!!! You can make a sin-
gle RC circuit that has that same res-
ultant phasor. All you have to do is 
connect the correct resistor (R*) in 
series with the correct capacitance 
(C*). (The * means that the value is 
the equivalent resistance or capaci-
tance). The graphical procedure for 
determining the values of R* and C* 
is called resolving a phasor into its 
component parts (see Figure 7). 

It doesn't matter how complicated 
an RLC circuit, you can always re-
place it with a single resistor in series 
with an inductor or capacitor that 
gives the same impedance. When you 
do that, the generator voltage and 
current will be unchanged. 
In a future issue, I will show the 

parallel resonant circuit phasors for 
parallel tuned circuits that have vari-
able resistance tuning. 
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 Computer Corner   

The DOS PATH command 

By Conrad Persson 

One complaint that you might get 
from an individual whose computer 
you're servicing is that he has diffi-
culty navigating among the direc-
tories and subdirectories on the hard 
disk. This is especially true if he has 
built a lot of subdirectories and sub-
subdirectories. Actually, it's prob-
ably not necessary or good pratice to 
have too many sub-sub and sub-sub-
subdirectories, but that's a subject 
for another time. 
For example, the complaint might 

be that when the person tries to in-
voke a program, he has a hard time 
remembering exactly what path he 
needs to specify to get to that prob-
lem. Even if he remembers how to get 
to the program, the syntax needed to 
specify that path gets cumbersome 
and it's easy to make a slight error 
in keying it in, producing the message 
"CAN'T RUN PROGRAM," and 
making it necessary to start all over 
again. The DOS PATH command 
can help to alleviate such problems 
and save time and frustration for 
both you and your client. 

Here's how the computer searches 
Let's say you have a program file 

called Database in a directory called 
PROGRAMS, but at the moment 
you're in another directory called WP 
(for word processor). If you want to 
start Database operating, you might 
type in "DATABASE" and wait for 
the program to start. What you'll get 
for your trouble is the message 
"CAN'T RUN COMMAND." 
Here's why. 

Persson is editor of ES&T. 

When you enter the name of the 
program, the first thing that the 
COMMAND.COM program does is 
to see if it's one of its internal com-
mands: a command like COPY, 
DIR, and the like. The programmers 
of DOS designed COMMAND.COM 
so that it has a list of those com-
mands. If it doesn't find what you've 
typed in its list, it then looks for a 
program or a batch file: one with an 
extension of COM, EXE, or BAT. 
There are two important things about 
this; 1. it searches for these in the cur-
rent directory and 2. it searches for 
files with the extensions COM, EXE 
or BAT in that order. 
If the computer still doesn't find a 

program or file with the name you've 
typed in, it looks to see if there's a 
PATH statement that tells it where 
else to look. If it doesn't find any-
thing that tells it where to look, it will 
give you a message of "CAN'T RUN 
COMMAND" if what you typed in 
was in a form that would invoke an 
executable (COM or EXE) com-
mand. 

Giving the computer a PATH 
You can avoid problems such as 

this by simply including PATH infor-
mation for the computer in the 
AUTOEXEC.BAT file. If there's no 
AUTOEXEC file on the disk, you 
should probably write one, to include 
at least a PATH statement if nothing 
else. You can write a batch file using 
either the COPY.CON utility in DOS 
(if you like to do things the hard way, 
or don't have any other choice), or 
a word processor that creates files 
that are in pure ASCII. 

Let's assume for the moment that 
you have only the two directories we 
mentioned  previously  "PRO-
GRAMS" and "WP", in addition to 
your DOS directory. To establish a 
path for the computer to follow when 
you type in a command, you would 
write the statement: 

SET PATH = 
C: \ ;C: \ DOS;C: \ PROGRAMS;C: \ WP 

This command tells the computer 
that if you call for a program or a file 
that it doesn't find in the current di-
rectory that it should first go back 
and search in the root directory. If it 
doesn't find the named program in 
the root directory it will then search 
the DOS directory, the PROGRAMS 
directory then the WP directory, in 
that order. If it still doesn't find what 
you called for, it isn't there. 

What PATH won't do 
Unfortunately, the PATH feature 

isn't able to find all of your programs 
or files. It will only find those with a 
COM or EXE extension. For exam-
ple, if you're using a word processor 
and you're in the word processor di-
rectory and would like to call a file 
from another directory, you'll have 
to specify the path. Otherwise you'll 
get a "FILE NOT FOUND" message. 
Still, in spite of it's limitations, 

PATH can be very helpful, and save 
you and/or your client time and frus-
tration in everyday computer opera-
tion. It's worthwhile to experiment 
with it, preferably with a copy of the 
DOS manual or a good book such as 
"Peter Norton's DOS Guide," or 
PC Magazine's "DOS Power Tools" 
in your hand.  • 
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 Books   

The Benchtop Electronics Reference 
Manual: Second Edition, by Victor 
F.C. Veley; Tab Books; 784 pp; 
$29.95. 
The Benchtop Electronics Refer-

ence Manual is written for electronics 
and communications technicians, as 
well as students and hobbyists, who 
need information and equations at 
their fingertips. A source of informa-
tion on a wide variety of topics such 
as direct current, alternating current, 
electronics math, tube circuits, radio 
communications, digital electronics 
and solid-state devices and circuits. It 
offers detailed facts and figures on 
more than 200 of the most common 
electronic topics. The two new sec-
tions alone—mathematics for elec-
tronics and digital electronics each 
include 20 chapters. 
Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294. 

Fiber Optic Communications Hand-
book: Second Edition, by the Tech-
nical Staff of CSELT; Tab Books; 
1184 pp; $89.98 - Hard Only 
This is an in-depth, up-to-date 

coverage of the fiber optic communi-
cations field. This second edition 
takes readers through an in-depth 
study of the newest developments in 
this revolutionary field. 
Students, systems engineers, phys-

icists, computer scientists, electron-
ics hobbyists, technicians, or tele-

communication managers anyone 
who needs a complete reference tool 
or practical applications guide will be 
impressed by the scope and detail of 
this book's coverage of the rapidly 
growing field of fiber optic commu-
nications. A sampling of the topics 
include: Sources and detectors, Opti-
cal cable and passive devices, The 
transmission medium, Optical sys-
tems, Integrated optics, Advanced 
topics in optical communications. 
This revised, updated and expand-

ed edition has been prepared by 35 
engineers and technicians at Centro 
Studi E Laboratori Telecomunica-
zioni (CSELT), the Italy based cen-
tral research laboratory for one of 
the most active communications 
manufacturing and operations or-
ganizations in Europe. The authors 
are specialists in different areas of fi-
ber optics and are well-known in the 
international scientific community. 
TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294. 

Lenk's Video Handbook: Operation 
and Troubleshooting, by John D. 
Lenk; 416 pp; illustrated; 6"x 9"; 
$39.95. 
Lenk's Video Handbook by John 

D. Lenk presents advice and sugges-
tions on ways to troubleshoot con-
sumer video equipment—TVs and 
monitors, digital TVs, VCRs, and 
camcorders. Explaining not only 
how video equipment works, but also 
how to service it, this handbook fea-

tures guidelines that serve to fill the 
gap between complex works on the 
theory of video and the simplified in-
structions in service manuals. It con-
centrates on troubleshooting tech-
niques, rather than technical details 
that quickly become obsolete be-
cause of technological advances, and 
gives step-by-step examples based on 
actual troubleshooting problems. 
McGraw Hill Books, 11 West 19th Street, New York, 
NY 10011. 

Microcomputer LANs - 2nd Edition, 
by Michael Hordeski; Tab Books; 
384  PP; $39.95 Hardbound. 
This is a complete, applications-

oriented guide that shows managers, 
planners, and systems analysts how 
to determine networking require-
ments, evaluate available LAN hard-
ware and software, set up networks 
that allow for future growth. Also in-
cluded is how to design and build a 
private user network, how to achieve 
optimum signal flow and routing 
with switching techniques plus a 
whole lot more. 
The options for creating or up-

grading local area networks (LANS) 
have grown dramatically in the last 
year alone, with a greater variety of 
products, lower component and soft-
ware prices, and the arrival of com-
puter equipment designed especially 
for network applications. Most busi-

Looking For A Faster, Easier Way To Repair VCR's? 
TENTEL Offers 4 Powerful, UNIVERSAL Tools Which Will.. 
• CUT YOUR REPAIR TIME! 

-Tentel Gauges Quickly & Easily Diagnose Mechanical Problems In VCR's 
• ELIMINATE GUESSWORK! 

- Tentel Gauges Are A Proven Method For Accurate Measurements 
To Help Restore VCR's To Factory Specifications 

• FIND PROBLEMS BEFORE THEY HAPPEN! 
-Often There Are Marginal Problems Accompanying Major Breakdowns, 
Tentel Gauges Help You Find Those Problems! 

• STAND OUT FROM YOUR COMPETITION! 
- Tentel Gauges Allow You To Find Problems Other Shops Can't Find 
Give Customers A Reason To Choose Your Service Center 

It You're a Whiz At Electronics, We'll Make You A Whiz With Mechanical Problems. 
Call Now TOLL-FREE To Find Out More About These Powerful Tools 

TEN TEL® Co 4475 Golden Foothill Parkway  Call For Your FREE CATALOG rp. El Dorado Hills, CA 95630  (800) 538-6894 / (916) 939-4005 
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 Video Corner   

Causing a VCR to operate 
without a cassette in it 
By the ES&T staff 

When you're in the process of di-
agnosing a problem in a VCR, it's 
frequently important to be able to get 
the mechanism to operate without a 
tape in the machine. Of course it's 
possible to insert a specially prepared 
tape cassette from which the tape has 
been removed or cut and taped off. 
It's possible even to buy or prepare a 
cassette that has a portion of the cas-
sette cut away to observe what's go-
ing on and make adjustments. 
Sometimes, though, even this de-

gree of access isn't enough, and a 
technician would like to get the cas-
sette holder into the down position 
and get the unit operating with noth-
ing at all in the cassette holder. 
The following procedure, adapted 

from the service manual for the Pan-
asonic Omnivision VCR line (Model 
numbers PV-2015S, PV-4016, PV-
4002-K, PV-4025S, PV-4005K, PV-
4009-K) describes how to get the cas-
sette holder in those models down 
and get the VCR playing, without a 
cassette inserted. 

How to place the cassette holder in 
the down position without a cassette 

tape 
In the cassette holder up condi-

tion, the VCR can not be operated 
even if service test point TP6001 is 
grounded. To place the cassette hold-
er in the down position without a cas-
sette, use the following procedure: 
Note: When the power switch is 
turned on while the cassette holder is 
in the down position, the VCR will 
load to the STOP (fully loaded) posi-
tion when the service test point, 
TP6001 is grounded. 

Method 1 - Refer to Figure 1. 

1. Disconnect the ac plug. 
2. Remove the bottom cover, top 

case and front panel. 
3. Turn the center pulley clockwise 
(See Figure 2: bottom view) while 
pushing the change lever until the top 
of the reject lever is locked by the first 
locking tab -Left. 
4. Clear the first locking tab -Left by 
pressing the lower portion of the re-
ject lever down. 
5. Turn the center pulley clockwise 
(Figure 2) until the Pin of the cassette 
Opener is locked by the FIrst Lock-
ing Tab -Right. 
6. Clear the first locking tab -Right 

by raising the Pin of the cassette 
opener. 
7. Turn the center pulley clockwise 
(Figure 2) until the Pin of the cassette 
opener is locked by the second lock-
ing tab-right. 
8. Clear the second locking tab-
Right by raising the Pin of the Cas-
sette Opener. 
9. Turn the center pulley clockwise 
(Figure 2) until the Pin of the Cas-
sette Opener is locked by the second 
tab -left. 
10. Clear the second locking tab - left 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 2B. 

Figure 2A. 

by pressing the top of the reject lever 
down. 
11. Continue to turn the center pul-
ley to the cassette down position. 

Method 2. (An alternate method 
for loading with no cassette in the 
machine. Refer to Figure 3. 

I. Route the two supply side photo 
transistor leads so they are at the area 

Figure 3. 

edge of the Cassette Compartment 
top plate and slightly open the Main 
C.B.A. 
2. Then remove the cassette com-
partment top plate by removing 3 
screws (A) and 2 screws (B). Remove 
the cassette holder unit by pushing 
the wiper gear (L) unit until the 5 pins 
of cassette holder unit clear the slots 
of the side plates (L) and (R) as 
shown in box in Fig. 3. 

3. Connect ac plug 
4. Push the wiper gear (L) unit to 
place the unit in the cassette down 
position (no tape) as shown in Fig. 3. 
Note: If the cassette mechanism 

can not be placed in the Cassette-Up 
position when the STOP button is 
pressed, push the wiper gear (L) unit 
up using a screwdriver as shown in 
box Figure 3. Now push the Stop but-
ton to eject.  • 
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 Audio Corner   

HI-Z lines must stay short 

By John Shepler 

Connecting cables are always too 
short. If we're talking about speaker 
lead, the solution is easy. Simply add 
a little more wire. But what if the 
audio leads to a turntable, tape head, 
or microphone are too short. Is it still 
ok to simply add a jumper cable? 
Most of the time the answer, un-

fortunately, has to be NO. You have 
probably seen warnings taped to 
some audio cables that say: DO NOT 
EXTEND THE LENGTH OF THIS 
WIRE. This is usually a sure give-
away that the circuits involve tape 
heads, magnetic phono cartridges, 
and microphones. 
Why is impedance such an issue? 

You might conclude that it has to do 
with noise pickup, since high imped-
ance circuits do tend to be noisier 
than low impedance circuits with the 
same gain. This is an important con-
sideration, but is not the main rea-
son. The problem is not with the im-
pedance of the circuit, but with the 
characteristics of the connecting 
cable. 
Figure 1 shows a typical HI-Z cir-

Shepler is an electronics engineering manager and 
broadcast consultant. He has more than twenty years 
experience in all phases of electronics. 

cuit. The transducer, such as a cera-
mic microphone or magnetic phono 
cartridge, is connected via shielded 
cable to a preamplifier with an input 
impedance of 47K(1. In fact, there is 
normally a load resistor at the input 
of the preamp. 
The cable also has a characteristic 

impedance. There is resistance from 
the copper wire, inductance from the 
length, and capacitance between the 
center conductor and the shield. 
Let's say the cable is 10 feet long. 

The resistance isn't much of a factor 
since it is less than an ohm. Com-
pared to 47K, you'll never measure 
the voltage drop. Inductance, too, 
tends to be negligible at audio fre-
quencies. That leaves capacitance. 
Ten feet of microphone cable with 

a typical capacitance of 30 pf per foot 
is 300 pf. That doesn't sound like 
much, does it? However, this capaci-
tance in parallel with the resistance of 
the preamp input forms a low pass 
RC filter. 
We can calculate the effect from 

the formula: 

F= 1/(2 xx-x Rx C) 

Substitute 3.14 for PI, 47K for R, 
and 300 pf (or .0003 uf) for C and the 

; 
line  ;  

.--T-ss capacitance ..  t N 
,, .  

Microphone, 
Tape Head, or 
Phono Cartridge 

47 K 

R 

A MP 

Figure 1. High impedance circuit 

cutoff frequency (F) calculates to be 
about 11 kHz. 
The cutoff frequency is the fre-

quency where the level drops by 3dB. 
It continues to drop as you increase 
the frequency above this cutoff point. 
In effect, the highs get filtered just 
like turning down the treble control. 
Now consider that many cables 

have more like 100 pf per foot. This 
results in a cutoff frequency of only 
about 3.4 kHz. Certainly this is not 
acceptable for quality audio. 
You might have noticed that the 

transducer is also in parallel with the 
capacitance. Its impedance has to be 
factored into the equation also. Tape 
heads and phono cartridges are really 
highly inductive coils. They are de-
signed to have a flat frequency re-
sponse only when driving a known 
impedance, which includes a value of 
capacitance and resistance. If there is 
not enough capacitance in the cable, 
some is added in the preamp. If there 
is too much capacitance . . . well, 
there is no way to take it out, so fre-
quency response suffers. 
The toughest elements to deal with 

are ceramic and crystal microphones. 
These have an impedance in the meg-
ohms. You can't change the cables by 
even a foot without causing audible 
response effects. 
What's the solution? Resist the 

urge to lengthen cables for turntables 
and tape decks that don't have pre-
amps. If you need a longer hookup, 
add a preamp to drive the extra cable 
length. For microphones, use a low 
impedance mic setting wherever pos-
sible. The same 10 ft., 100 pf cable 
connected to a standard low imped-
ance mic amplifier of 150 0, has a 
cutoff frequency over 1 MHz. An 
added advantage of lower impedance 
is that these lines are also less suscep-
tible to noise and hum.  • 
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We're The One ...for all your quality 
Electronic Parts and Accessories. 
"We'll get your parts to you 
as fast as YOU need them." 

Call Toll Free today for your FREE 
copy of our catalog... 

1-800-558-9572 
or for 24 hour ordering call FAX: 414-473-4727 

We accept MasterCard and Visa. 

"First In Quality And Service" 
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Your Ticket To 

SIJCCliNS 
Over 25,000 technicians have gained admit-
tance worldwide as certified professionals. 
Let your ticket start opening doors for you. 

ISCET offers Journeyman certification in 
Consumer Electronics, Industrial, Medical, 
Communications, MATV, Radar, Computer, 
and Video. For more information, contact 
the International Society of Certified Elec-
tronics Technicians, 2708 West Berry St., 
Fort Worth, TX 76109 • (817) 921-9101. 

Name   

Address   

City   

State  Zip   

Send material about ISCET and 
becoming certified. 

Send one "Study Guide for the 
Associate Level CET Test." En-

L closed is $10 (inc. postage). 

Books   
(from page 50) 

nesses and organizations recognize 
that quick and reliable access to in-
formation is the key to productivity, 
but only if it means for achieving it 
are well planned and closely moni-
tored. 
The book is also designed for any-

one who wants to apply computer 
networks to office automation and 
factory control problems, this updat-
ed and expanded edition provides 
hands-on information necessary to 
design and implement cost-effective 
network configurations that will be 
compatible with future LAN prod-
ucts and techniques. 
Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0850; 
800-822-8138. 

Photofact   
JC PENNEY 

2782-1  685-4163-00 (855-9379) 
2786-1  685-2286-00 (855-9098) 

PANASONIC 
2787-1  CTL-204R 

(CH. ALDP177/GL7H2) 
2784-1   CTL-1355R/56R 

(CH. ALDP181/GL7H2 

2784-2   CTL-135R/56R 
(CH. ALDP181/GL7H2) 

QUASAR 
2783-1 . SP2750EK (CH .AEDC192) 

SEARS 
2786-2   564.42047950 

SHARP 
2784-2   13RV69/629/649659 
2785-1  2ORV69/619/629/649 
2788-1  27RV749 

SONY 
2783-2  KV-27TX40 

(CH. SCC-C70B-A) 

SYLVANIA 
2785-2CXJ160WA01 (CH. 19J401) 
2787-2-   RKK191WA01, 
RKK191WA02, RKK191WA03, 
RKK 196CHO I, RKK196CH02, 
RKKCH03, RKS240CH01, 

(CH. 20P101) 
2788-2  RKX184A0 I, 

RXXI66WA01, RXX170WAO 
(CH. 19L102, 20L101) 

ZENITH 
2782-2   SE2705H/09P, 

SE5533G/35G, 
SE5715H/35H/55H/75H 

Test your electronics 
knowledge 
Answers to the Quiz (from page 13) 

1. None of these choices is correct. 
The diode is used primarily in high-
voltage circuits, and is there to pro-
tect the regulator in case of loss of in-
put voltage. 

2. C - A thermistor is a passive trans-
ducer. It does not produce an output 
voltage. A hall device senses a mag-
netic field. The thermocouple is an 
active transducer. For a given temp-
erature its output is a dc voltage. 

3. B - This is what an assembler does. 

4. C - A phase locked loop may not 
have an amplifier. It has a low-pass 
filter but not a high-pass filter. 

5. D - Passive transducers are made 
for each of the outputs listed. 

6. A - The loudspeaker input is elec-
trical energy and the output is sound 
energy. 

7. A - The speed of a synchronous 
motor depends upon the frequency 
of the input power. 

8. There are two possible answers: 
The BFO (beat-frequency oscilla-
tor), and the diode detector. 

9. D - Both show the voltage leading 
the current. The current leads the 
voltage in an RC series circuit. 

10. 5/8 of the original pie. 
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 Products   

Coax adapter connector kit 
New from Test Probes is the TPI 

3000A Kit, a coax adapter connector 
kit that makes all combinations of 
BNC, TNC, SMA, N, UHF, Mini-
UHF, F and RCA adapters. 
No soldering is required, simply 

screw any combination of two con-

nectors from the 24 available to one 
of the six universal interfaces. The 
TPI 3000A kit features eight types of 
male and female connectors with: 
gold plated contacts, machine brass, 
silver plated connector bodies, Tef-
lon insulation and each TPI 3000A 
kit contains two male and female 
connectors of the BNC, N, UHF and 
TNC adapters. Universal adapter ca-
bles are available separately. The 
TPI 3000A comes with a zippered, 
soft leather case that protects and 
organizes the collection. 

Circle (12) on Reply Card 

Electronic-feed soldering iron 
New Methods is now offering the 

Solbest line of electronic-feed, tem-
perature-controlled soldering irons 

for precision soldering of SMD's, 
components, wires, harness and 
other industrial applications. With 
Solbest, hand soldering operations, 
using one hand only, are able to pre-
cisely  feed  solder electronically 
through the soldering iron itself to 
the solder joint, by simply depressing 
a microswitch on the handle of the 
iron. 

Circle (13) on Reply Card 

AC gaussmeter 
Integrity Research introduces for 

monitoring powerline and appliance 
magnetic fields a new 60Hz ac gauss-
meter, model #IRC-27. It has an aud-
ible clicking sound that varies as the 
field reading increases and is light 
weight with a reusable LCD display. 
Its sensitivity is 0.1 milligauss with a 
maximum range of 200 milligauss. 

Less than half the price of Intergrity's 
professional model -IRC-109, the 
60Hz ac gaussmeter still retains many 
of the popular features of its brother. 
It is frequency-specific for 60Hz, 
eliminating  harmonic  distortion, 
with a separate model (I RC-28) avail-
able for European 50Hz measure-
ments. A 200 mV strip chart recorder 
output is standard. 

Circle (14) on Reply Card 

Soldering iron controller 
An inexpensive adapter that makes 

any fixed temperature soldering iron 
fully adjustable from 150F to full 
heat is available from M. M. New-

man. The Dial-Temp soldering iron 
controller is a compact device that 
plugs into a 115 Vac wall outlet and 
accepts any 3-prong fixed tempera-
ture soldering iron. Featuring a dial 
on top, it lets users adjust tip temper-
atures from 150F to full heat. Com-
patible with any soldering iron rang-
ing from 15w to 1600w, the Dial-
Temp Soldering Iron controller is 
ideal for precision assembly electron-
ic work on heat sensitive components 
and fits neatly into a tool kit for field 
service applications. 

Circle (15) on Reply Card 

Oscilloscope probe master kit 
Probe Master has developed a 

master kit containing 3 complete 
heavy duty probes and accessories. 
The 20-piece kit contains a 1 x 25 
MHz, 10x 200 MHz and a ix/10x 
switchable 15/200 MHz probe in a 

high impact protective case. The 4ft 
probes use new soft molded strain 
relief techniques providing longer 
cable life. Accessories feature a fully 
enclosed rotating snap-on ground 
lead, "screw in" replaceable tips and 
repairable spring hooks for ease of 
operation and maintenance. Tip in-
sulators, IC test tips and trimmer 
tools round out the kit. 
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A Colored-Pencil Approach to Servicing 
by Thomas G. Vlazny  Nov 

Removing and Installing Surface-Mount Devices 
in TVs, VCRs and CDs by Homer Davidson Nov . . .16 

Service Center Ideas by the ES&T Staff  Oct . . .21 
Troubleshooting step by step 
by Thomas G. Vlanzy  Jul . . .17 

SOFTWARE 
Surviving Success: Software for Managing 
Your Shop by Conrad Persson  Feb . . .44 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Accessing ICs for Testing 
by Bill Hansen  Jun .. .12 

Bandwidth and rise time - two keys to selecting 
the right oscilloscope by Mike Hoyer  Apr 

A DMM Shopping Checklist 
by Conrad Persson  Sep . . .14 

The Evolution of DMM Design 
by Jim Bordyn  Jun . . .14 

How to Choose a Low Cost Counter 
by Mark Mullins  Jun . . .20 

The Leakage Test by the ES&T staff  May . . .18 
Oscilloscopes: From looking glass to high-tech 
by Hans Toorens  Apr . . .10 

Oscilloscope special report 
by Conrad Persson  Apr 

Setting up an electronics servicing workbench 
by Conrad Persson  May 

Test Equipment for LAN Troubleshooting 
by Dave Lentsch  Dec . . .38 

Test Equipment Update by Conrad Persson  Jun .. .10 
Test Equipment Update by the ES&T staff  Dec . . .37 
When is an Oscilloscope not an Oscilloscope 
by the ES&T Staff  Jun . . .18 

TOOLS 
The Portable Workbench by Conrad Persson ... May .. .16 
Hand Soldering: The Achilles Heel in Electronics 
Reliability by Alan Royston and Joe Keller  May . . .13 

TV SERVICING 
After the Fuse Blows by Homer Davidson  Oct . . .40 
AGC Circuits in Foreign-Built TVs 
by Homer Davidson  May .. .44 
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TV SERVICING  Month Page 
Horizontal Deflection Simplified 
by Robert Arso  Jan . . .40 

Servicing the RCA CTC111 Chassis 
by Homer Davidson  Jul . . .20 

Servicing Samsung High-Low TV Circuits 
by Homer Davidson  Sep ... 8 

Switching Power Supplies by Robert Arso  Oct . . .16 
Troubleshooting Start-Up Circuits 
by Homer Davidson  Dec . . .18 

VCR SERVICING 
Drum and Capstan Servo Systems 
by Ron Smith  Jun . . .38 

Head Cleaning Tapes: Should You Recommend 
Them? by ES&T staff  Feb .. .10 

The Salvation Of Your Profit Margin? 
by Conrad Persson  Feb ... 6 

Using Symptom Analysis to Troubleshoot a 
VCR by Victor Meeldijk  Aug ... 8 

A VCR Repair Notebook by Victor Meeldijk  Feb . . .16 

WATCH FOR 

BUSINESS CORNER 

ELEGTR011ie 
ervicing & lechnology 

This exclusive monthly column will show 

you how to run your service operation 

more efficiently and profitably. 

You'll learn about 

• building customer satisfaction 

• writing service contracts 

• marketing your services 

• hiring technicians 

Presenting 
an affordable 

Light Box System. 

The method most 
manufacturers recommend 

Model TR100 CB 
Camera Light Box 

with (2) transparencies 

(2) 3200° Kelvin Lamps 
(meets mfr. spec.) 

• 1-year conditional 
guarantee 

• Transparencies mounted in 
acrylic with optical scratch-

resistant surface 

• 11-step gray scale 
transparency 

• 7-Bar color transparency 

• All orders are shipped 
within 72 hours, U.P.S. 

(313) 726-1278 

1. 0 P.O. Box 77103 • Sterling Hts., MI 48077 t5.4 

Circle (36) on Reply Card 

Improve Your Form. 

3-Part continuous feed form 
used for customer c.o.d. 
service or parts/acces-
sory tales receipts 

IN3CNI. Not for warranty billing. Computer 
venerated software to be available soon. 

5-Part 
Available in snapout 
INSSIO or continuous 
feed (N5Chi). Match 
mg fields with bl3SN, 

•.xcept for customer estimate and receipts. 
I or warranty billing. 

7-Part A universal snapout 
form (N7SN) designed 
for both customer ser-
vice c.o.d, and manu-

facturer warranty billing. Complies fully with 
he requirements of state and local ordinances, 
luding California. 

Discounts 
arhoniess NESDA Forms are available to 
NESDA members at additional savings. For 
;ricIng Information and samples, or informs 
on regarding other NESDA mem bership 

henefits, write to NESDA. 2708 W. Berry Sr., 
t. Woith, TX 76109; or call (817) 921-9061 

_ _ _ _ _  

., 

........ Arm  0  o rm. 

tmoroscm-

OVEIT.F." 
ft.  ... .N. 

The NESDA Form 

NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St. 
Fort Worth TX 76109 
Phone: (817) 921-9061 
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1990 Department 
Index 

Month Page 
AUDIO CORNER 
Audio headroom and dynamic range  Dec . .58 
Beware of coupling capacitors  Nov . . .39 
Diagnosing problems in the bridge audio 
amplifier   Jul  .49 

Electronically tuned radios  Jan  .54 
Interfacing the telephone with an audio system.  Aug .. .24 
Solving RFI complaints Part I  Feb  .54 
Solving RFI complaints Part II  Mar . . .52 
Solving RFI complaints Part III  Apr . . .54 
Stereo phasing problems Part I  May  .52 
Stereo phasing problems Part II  Jun  .52 
Use stress tests to solve tricky problems  Oct  .15 
Using a function generator to troubleshoot audio 
problems  Sep  .50 

BOOKS 
AC/DC electricity and electronics made easy 
by Victor Veley  May  .20 

Camcorder maintenance and repair 
by Homer Davidson  Jan  .47 

Computer Technology Handbook 
by Art Margolis  May . . .20 

Electronic devices: Discrete and Integrated 
by Steve Freeman  Mar  .38 

Electricity and electronics, A survey 
by Steve Fardo  Mar . . .38 

Electronic troubleshooting by Mike Krunpick.... Jul . . .50 
Electronic Image by Mike Krunpick  Jul  .50 
How to make printed circuit boards 
by Calvin Graf  May  .20 

50 powerful printed circuit board projects 
by Dave Bochnow  Feb . . .22 

600 Low-cost electronic circuits 
by David Gauthier  May  .20 

MacIntosh repair and upgrade secrets 
by Larry Pina  May  .20 

Operational amplifier application troubleshooting 
and design by Homer Davidson  Apr . .38 

Troubleshooting and repair:The New personal 
computers by Art Magolis  Jan  .47 

Troubleshooting and repair of VCRs 
by Gordon McCombs  Jan  .47 

Troubleshooting and repairing solid-state TVs 
by Homer. Davidson  Apr . .38 

Troubleshooting and repairing electronic circuits 
2nd Ed by Bob Goodman  Jul . . .50 

Understanding digital electronics 2nd Edition 
by R.H. Warring  May . .20 

BUSINESS CORNER 
Accounting software for the consumer-electronics 
service center  Oct 

Cultivating a business instinct  May 
Indexing your business to inflation-Should there 
be a computer in your business?  Sep 

Keeping in touch  Feb 
Keys to servicing success  Aug 

5 

.57 

.22 

.17 

Month Page 
BUSINESS CORNER 
The importance of good houskeeping  Jun . . .54 
The benefits of membership in a professional 
organization  Jul . . .57 

Reducing Lack-Parts calls  Apr . . .52 
Trends for the 90's  Jan . . .58 
Your service truck is more than just 
transportation   Nov . . .44 

COMPUTER CORNER 
A spring cleaning checklist  Jul . . .44 
Beware TSR programs  Dec .. .51 
Dealing with software problems  May . . .51 
Service logs  Oct . . .57 
Servicing modems  Sep . . .48 
Those hexadecimal numbers  Feb . . .55 
Understanding computer terms  Nov . . .45 
Understanding floppy disks  Aug .. .37 
Video monitors for the IBM PC  Apr .. .56 
Where Do I plug this cable in?   Mar . . .54 
Working with a hard disk drive system  Jan . . .53 

TECHNOLOGY/TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS 
Special Report-Advances in consumer 
electronics technology by Carl Babcoke  Sep .. .41 

MGA 
model CD1945R high uncontrollable volume  Jan . . .52 
PHILCO 
chassis E25-6  Jan . . .52 
RCA 
CTC 130-B model FMR 555-R  May .. .50 
Video cameras boast fuzzy logic  Sep . . .41 

VIDEO CORNER 
Isolating video head problems  Aug . . .22 
Diagnosing servo problems  Oct . . .51 
The amplifier as a troubleshooting aid  Feb . . .56 
The amplifier as a troubleshooting aid II  Mar .. .56 
The amplifier as a troubleshooting aid III  Apr . . .56 
The dreaded intermittent  May .. .54 
Troubleshooting digital picture in picture  Dec . . .54 
VCR reel servo circuitry  Sep . . .52 
VCR vertical sync  Jun . . .49 
The VHS VCR GII chassis  Nov . . .47 
When the cures become the symptoms  Jan .. .56 

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT ELECTRONICS? 
Comments on capacitance  Jan . . .48 
Copper wire vs fiber optic cables  Apr . . .50 
Equivalent series resistance in capacitors  Jul . . .14 
Inductors and transformers - Part I  Dec . . .48 
Is this circuit series or parallel?   Jun .. .46 
Loudness control with impedance matching . . .  Nov . . .49 
Measuring true RMS  May .. .22 
More about capacitors  Jul . . .46 
Resonance  Sep . . .46 
Resonance - continued  Oct .. .46 
2wf = 0.)  Feb ...48 
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 Classified   

Classified advertising is available by-the-
word or per column inch. By-the-word $1.65 per 
word, per insertion. Initials and abbreviations 
count as full words. Blind ads (replies sent to 
ES&T for fowarding) are $40 additional. Mini-
mum charge: $35 per insertion. 
Per Column Inch (Classified Display): $235 

per column inch, per insertion, with frequency 
discounts available. 1" minimum, billed at 1/4 - 
increments after that. 10" maximum per ad. 
Blind ads are $40 additional. Reader Service 
Number $25 additional to cover processing and 
handling costs. (Free to 4-inch or larger ads.) 
Optional color (determined by magazine) 

$150 additional per insertion. No agency dis-
counts are allowed for classified advertising. 
Contact Jeff Uschok, 516-681-2922, for infor-

mation on frequency and pre-payment dis-
counts, or to place your classified ad. Or send 
your order and materials to Jeff Uschok, Elec-
tronic Servicing & Technology, 76 North Broad-
way, Hicksville, NY 11801. 

WANTED 

OLD ANTIQUE RADIOS AND TV'S: Pre 1950. Any condi-
tion will repair some. Old tubes wanted. Thrifty TV, 16 E. 
Marie Hicksville, NY 11801, 516-822-4501.  12-91-tfn 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 

B&K 747 TUBE TESTER: Old style globe or balloon 
shape tubes or used. Antique Electronic Supply, 6221 
South Maple Ave, Tempe AZ, 85283, 602-820-5411. 

12-90-2t 

USED TENTEUSENCORE VCR test equipment for new 
tech just starting. Ray Dorsner, P.O. Box 3405, Estes 
Park, CO 80517, (303) 586-0585.  1-91-1t 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

LARGE AUDIO/VIDEO SERVICE BUSINESS: In sunny 
SW. city. Established 20 yrs. Well equipped. Price and 
terms negotiable. (602)298-8827, Eves.  8-89-tfn 

SATELLITE TV SALES & SERVICE VCR/TV SERVICE: 
Fully equipped shop includes 3 employees, 1990 truck, 
great test equipment, extensive technical library. In 
beautiful Northern California. Owner will stay for transi-
tion period. $100,000. 1540 Gamay Place, Ukiah, CA 
95482. (707) 462-8082  1-91-2t 

CALIFORNIA ESTABLISH 18 YEARS: TV VCR service & 
sale good lease. Owner retiring must sell. Jean C., C21, 
Yorba Station, 92186, (714) 528-6464.  1-91-1t 

FOR SALE 

REPAIR MANAGEMENT: software for IBM PC's repair 
tracking, inventory, reports, billing, mail list, more. 
Demo disk $10. Cahill Electronics PO Box 568 Kingston, 
NH 03848, 603-642-4292.  12-90-2t 

SERVICERS: Save Time And Money! The DTS125 auto-
matically measures elapsed service time and computes 
time charges for your repair jobs. Capable system 
tracks up to 125 in-process lobs. Only $199.00 + $3.50 
S&H. Satisfaction guaranteed. Johnson Electronic 
Technologies, Dept. E91, 5 Kane Industrial Drive, Hud-
son, MA 01749 (508) 562-1157.  1-91-1t 

COMPUTER AIDED TVNCR REPAIR: 3,500 solutions, 
37 manufacturers. Printout or IBM compatible. Hard 
drive, 5,/4 disk. Time saver. Quick scan by model, chas-
sis, and stage. Send $90 to Electronic Solutions, 407 W. 
Ave "N", San Angelo, TX, 76903.  1-91-6t 

SAVE TIME AND MONEY: The DTS125 automatically 
tracks service time and charges for your repair jobs. 
Capable system handles up to 125 in-process jobs. Trial 
period. Now only $199.00 plus $3.50 S&H. Johnson Elec-
tronic Technologies, 5 Kane Industrial Drive, Hudson, 
MA 01749 (508)562-1157.  11-90-2t 

PHOTOFACTS: Folders under -1400, $4.00. Above 
-1400, $6.00, sent same day first class postpaid. Allen 
Loeb, 414 Chestnut Lane, East Meadow, NY 11554. 

1-91-3t 

TV TOUGH DOGS: 300 symptoms and cures. Send 
$10.95 to DAVIS TV, 11772 Old Fashion Way, Garden 
Grove, CA 92640.  10-87-tfn 

VHS-VCR REPAIR SOLUTIONS SETS 1,11,111,IV,V. Each 
contains 150 symptoms and cures, updated cross refer-
ence chart, free assistance, $11.95 each all six $69.95. 
Eagle Electronics, 52053 Locks Lane, Granger, IN 
46530.  12-89-tfn 

REDUCED 85%, Diehl Mark 111 scanner $89. Diehl Mark 
V scanner $219. New. Restore remote control keypads 
with our conductive coating $8.99 ppd. WEEC, 2805 Uni-
versity Ave., Madison, WI 53705. 608-238-4629. 608-233-
9741.  6-90-tfn 

TELEVISION AND MONITOR TROUBLESHOOTING: 
350 Symptoms and cures, nothing old listed, $13.00, re-
fundable. Jones Enterprises, PO Box 702, Niceville, FL 
32578.  12-89-tfn 

MISCELLANEOUS 

LOTTERY NUMBERS: With a built in 100% guarantee! 
Hit the lottery on purpose! Catalog of 80 IBM/Comp. 
programs $5. Sigma Box 24759 Dept: 02 Baltimore, MD 
21220.  11-90-121 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE: your small busi-
ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 448-0330. (ODE).  1-91-1t 

 Readers' Exchange   
Back by  popular demand - FREE 
Reader's Exchange 

Reader's Exchange has been reinstated 
as a free service, effective with the Feb-
ruary issue. 
The following restrictions apply to 

Reader's Exchange: 
• Only ondividual readers may Reader's 
Exchange, and items must be restricted to 
those that are ordinarily associated with 
consumer electronics as a business or 
hobby. If you're in business to sell the 
item(s) you want to offer for sale, the ap-
propriate place for your message is in a 
paid advertisemet, not Reader's Ex-
change. 
• Readers Exchange items must be re-
stricted to no more than three items each 

for wanted and for sale, and may be no 
more than approximately four magazine 
column lines in length (about 20 words). 
Send your Reader's Exchange submis-

sions to: 

Reader's Exchange 
Electronic Servicing & Technology 
76 N. Broadway 
Hicksville, NY 11801 

FOR SALE 

Sencore SC61 in the box call 406-752-4287 or 
406-755-2681. 

Sencore bench system, models SC61, VA62, 
VC63, NT64, ST65 Serial # on request. Recent 
recalibration by Sencore. Price $5750.00. 
Oaks TV 713-473-4406. 

Sams photofacts #1000 thru 1451 complete 
$850.00. HP Power supply model 712B 
$35.00. B&K 1045 telephone product tester 
$275.00. B&K I077B TV analyst $150.00. 
RCA 931-A scanning tube for B&K 1076, New 
15.00. All products excellent- David Lehmann 
P. H. (417) 924-3350. 

Hitachi V-660 oscilloscope, 60 MHz, auto 
sweep, dual trace. Still in original carton never 
used. One-half price at $700 and can send 
UPS, COD to any place in U.S. Jess Peck 
1-303-825-3912, 

Sencore CR7O-CRT analyzer restorer $650.00. 
Heathkit mod. IT-5230 CRT tester rejuvena-
tor $125.00. Both new condition. A. M. An-
dress 530 Sioux Dr. Mt. Vernon, Wa. 98273, 
(206)424-9135. 

1,800 new tubes, some 40 years old, send $1.00 
for list of tubes. 10% of list price, none less 
than $1.00. Now out of business. Quality Elec-
tronics, 2579E CR 550N, Warsaw, IND. 
46580. 

Tektronix 2247A oscilloscope with 5 probes 
and cover. Near new condition, original ship-
ping box (707) 823-1103. Terry brown 3900 
Bones Rd. Sebastopol, CA. 95472. 

WANTED 

Photofacts: 1160-2648 (1,132) with filing cabi-
nets, accepting best offer. Must buy all. 
Dwights TV 1207 Strauss Ave. Indian Head, 
MD 20640 301-753-9181. 

Sencore SC61 oscilloscope with extra probe 
kit, like new in box-$1850. Steve Bavis 358 
Edgewater Rd. Pasadena, MD 21122, 301-
269-4088. 

Sencore sweep and marker generator, or sen-
core speed aligner. F. Lurry 6738 Ahmerst St., 
San Diego, CA 92115. (619)462-7445. 

Leader dual millivoltmeter LMV 185A or 
equivalent. John Butler Phoenix Electronics, 
1400 Inverness Ave, Ball, MD 21230. 

Repair parts manual for an Alpha coder, 
AC-1, MFG by Autovolt. A schematic would 
be helpful. Charles Mann 106 Sonny Dr., 
Warner Robins, GA 31093. 

Schematic diagram for Cobra 67LTD CB ra-
dio. Sams does not print this model. Schematic 
for Realistic Pro 2020 scanner. R.Jacobs, 6610 
Bunker Rd. North Royalton, OH 44133. 

Admiral part no. 56A49-2 or 56C49-2 if 
sound/AGC I.C. used in model KC1301. ECG 
equivalent ECG 854. Both numbers discoun-
tinued. John Phipps 1412 Navaho Trail, St. 
Charles, Missouri 63303. 
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'A1TENTION SERVICE CENTERS" 
We have you company s computer software solutio 

PBS db Srncrt Service.'  Simply the f_512. 

• Cut you over heod hcrease your profits, 

improve you efficiency, give that cxotessional 
image the service industry despertely needs! 

• PEIScb Smat Service., can do it al... Ws size, 
cost and performance belle Its octual powser. 
PBScb., Is al menu driven, boded with toff-
explcined menus, pop-up windows, sub menus 
and ftily cutomated. Ws so easy to use that you' 

be up aid ruing h no-tinsel 

• Clain thick/written est. 
flnol Irwoioe M EN 
(any format) 
• Canter work order enhy 
. Nada/Naas/ my form 
paling/tang 
• Prkt Letterk &balk 
woods. etc. 
• Posavord croteclion 
Cbult-ln) 
. Held & Wee 

• The Fodes11 
• Ports kwertay (Automatic 
Cwt.* 
. Cutcmer/Decier BEng 
• CoLnter soles horn Inventory 

. Tech Producthily/Ccsh how/ 
aatwicd Reports 
• Soles Jounot/Ledger 
. Catcmer/Repoks 1-kstory 
• MI screens. Letters & Reports 
con be cutorrtzed. 

Order your FREE Information kit today! 

A demo-disk kit is available for $29.95 
All orders shipped within 48 hrs. 

5339 00  -  
Electronic &  =   
Appliance 
Versions  — 

Network 
Version 
$438 

Professional Business 
Systems Company 

(714) 592-1880 
Fax (714) 599-5428 

490 #F West Arrow Hwy. 
San Dimas, Ca 91773 

Circle (39) on Reply Card 

— Sperry  Tech's 
Pricing Guide" 
Updated new 6th edition...a 
framework for setting rates 
that apply to Hi-Tech pro-
ducts...a  formula  that 
guarantees SUCCESS! 

"Call Toll Free for details 
1-800-228-4338 

Circle (41) on Reply Card 

TUBES•TUBES•TUBES 
Worid's Largest Range 

Over 2.000 Types, Domestic 6 Foreign 

[   UP TO 85% OFF pAnscketiosrt 

International Components Corporation 

Toll Free 800-645-9154-NY State 516-293-1500 
105 Mayess Road. Melville, New York 11747 

Circle (32) on Reply Card 

SAVE TIME 
For fast, accurate service, 
please remove the peel off 
label used to address your 
magazine, and attach it to 
the Reader Service Card, 
the Address Change Card 
or to any correspondence 
you send us regarding 
your subscription. 

Advertisers' Index   

Company 

Reader 
Page  Service  Advertiser 

Number  Number  Hotline 

C & S Sales   

IC Master   

ISCET   

International Components Corporation   

Jensen Tools   

Matsushita Electronics 

Mitsubishi   

NTE Electronics, Inc.  

NESDA   

Nutronix Inc   

Parts Express   

Prime Electronics   

Professional Business System, Co  

Sencore, Inc   

Sperry Tech, Inc.   

Tentel   

Viejo Publications   

7 30  800/292-7711 

39  31  516/227-1314 

54   817/921-9101 

60  32  800/645-9154 

45  33  602/968-6231 

23  35  201/348-7589 

IBC   800/553-7278 

BC  8  800/631-1250 

45,57   817/921-9061 

57  36  313/939-4710 

3 37  513/222-0173 

54  38  800/558-9572 

60  39  714/592-1880 

IFC  40  800/SEN-CORE 

60  41  800/228-4338 

50  42  800/538-6894 

39,48  43, 44  800/537-0589 

We'd like to see your company listed here too. Contact Jonathan C. Kummer, at 
516-681 -2922 or FAX 516-681-2926 to work out an advertising program tailored 
to suit your needs. 

T . M AGA-D .  Cplil tc,k1  IL K: M O N KS MST+ , MAG. .4. 01.344 00..1.1 

SIG 
Servicing & Technology 

111111110 (516) 681-2922 
FAX: (516) 681-2926 

Readers' Exchange   

All manuals for health kit electronic design ex-
perimenter model NET 3100. Clock crystal for 
1966 Zenith clock radio model #X179G.J. De-
lasse 17 Seldin Ave, Richmond, NY 10314; 
718-761-6559. 

Schematic and parts list for building a color or-
gan using 140 christmas bulbs. Each bulb 115 
vac 90 milliamps. Total current draw is 13 
amps, any information at all Delbert Wion 
5132 Hasket Road, West Milton, Ohio 45383. 

High voltage transformer (P/N 154493) for 
RCA chassis CTC101. Focus and screen as-
sembly (P/N 146168) for some RCA chassis. 
High voltage transformer (P/N 1-439-235-11) 
for Sony model KV1743R. Whole chassis is 
OK in both cases.Fred Jones, 407 Morning-
bird Court, Niceville, FL 32578. 

Sencore S0165, UPS164, CA, FS134, PR57, 
TC162, HP200, all in excellent condition. 
Sams 1-1743. Reasonable offer.Johnson Elec-
tronics, 510 4th Street, Kenyon, Mn 55946. 

Sams Photofacts #1-800 complete. 480 in 
binders with remainder in folders. Many du-
plicates with 1400' sets in all. Pick-up only. 
S300.Brett Gundlach, 276E. Como Ave., Col-
umbus, Ohio 43202, 614-267-0346. 

Several pieces of test equipment hardly used. 
losing vision, must sell. Send S.A.S.E. for 
list.J. Owen, 165 South Fulton Avenue, Brad-
ley, Illinois 60915. 

Leader LBO-517 scope 60MHZ quad trace 
with delay, mint cond. $850. Sencore CA-55. 
Capacitor analyzer, excellent cond. $350. 
Hickock portable color bar generator, $75. All 
with original box, shipping extra.Jannotta 
Electronics Service, 353 Schoonmaker Ave, 
Monessen, Pa. 15062; 412-684-4860. 

Schematics for TMK TV. MDL 1 933RC, Port-
land TV. MDL TCB 142 OP. Also flyback for 
Emerson TV, FB 163 492/tabled ORION 
a9.208. Charles Kelly, 3336 Chatham, Wauke-
gan, 11160087. 
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Who Ya Gonna Call ? ? ? 
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Nobody . . . unless you can fix these phones! 

With a new 2 day seminar, Mitsubishi Electronics 
has the answers on Cellular Phone Troubleshooting 

and Repair. 

• $495.00 fee includes all materials, video tapes, lunch and 2 
full days of Hands-On diagnosis and troubleshooting. 

• Classes begin March 4th, 1991 - Class size is limited! 

• For information/b  Register or Dates/Locations: 
Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, Atlanta 

Call 1 (800) 888-6773 
(Touch 4) 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS AMERICA, INC. 
5757 Plaza Drive 
Cypress, CA 90630 



NTE KEEPS YOU 
UP AND RINN 
NTE specializes in "replacetivity," the 
science of getting thirgs up and runninc 
again—fast! After all, downti -ne is costly. 
so no one can wait weeks on end for 
an OEM part to come in. Wi-h NTE, no 
one has to! One call g ves you access 
to 3,550 top of the line universal 
replacement semiconductor:. that are 
cross-referenced to more th3r 
238.000 original devices! 
Included in the NTE line are 
bipolar transistors, integrated 
circuits, rectifiers, diodes, 
thyristors, optoelectronic 
devices, varistors, resistors, 
capacitors, and much, much more. 
All are backed by NTE's exclusive 
two-year warranty. 

For your copy of the NTE Technical 
Guide contact your local NTE distribitor, 
or simply fill in the coupon below an 
send it to us today with a check or rionEy 
order for $3.25 each. 

NTE ELECTRONICS, INC. 

Please rush me   copies of the 
NTE Technical Guide and Cross Reference 
manual at $3.25 each. I have enclosed 
my check or money order for a 
total of $   

Company 

Address   

City   

State   Zip   
Mail to: NTE, 44 Farrand St, Bloomfield, NJ 07003 

EST 1191 

Pri r3Ps Reif  NINNHIC. 

oft 

FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST NTE D STRIBUTOR, CAL NT E TOLL FREE: CUTSIDE NJ 1-b00-631-1250 • INS DE NJ 1-800-624-2624 

C rcie (8) on RepIv Card 


